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F1l:i.L i:E?JRr 9Y TXZ COZQ.'D?R, JOIi;T TASK_FORCZ 132 

to the 

JOIiiT CIii.ZFS OF STAFF AlID CKAIE.W, ATOL;IC _-.. 3Lzxx COtizsSx:: -- 

on 

ARUD FORCES PARTICIPATION IN THE 1952 NUCLFAS Am TEXOl:UCmR 

~ZRIUEETAL 'SXAFQN AKD DEX.CZ TESTS 

OPERATION "IVY" 

References: 5. J.C.S. 2179/13 
.b. J.C.S. 2179/15 
C. J.C.S. 2179/26 
4. J.C.S. 2179/'32 

mi3 moam 

1. To present a report of the activities of Joint Task Forct ij2 in 

operation IVY to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in compliance with paragra$-. S 

of Enclosure l'C" to J.C.S. 2179/15; and to the Atomic Energy Coxais~ion 

:~l:rsxnt to the deiegation of authority contained in a letter fr'3m the 

Chairczn, AX, tc the Commander, JTF 132, dated 20 August 1952. 

2. See Enclowre. 

DISCUSSION 

*mission of Joint Task Force lf2, a0 delineated in J.C.S. 

successfully accomplished. 

design principles incorporated in the thermonuclear da-JLC- .:I‘? 

ccnfirmed. 

5. A high yield fission weapon in the 500 to 600 Kiloton rar.;a 



3. In programting for operation CASTIX, the military Serrices sto-ld 

: :,siier the sa:rings which Elould accrue through reassigning to the Task 

:drce certain ships and aircraft already ffiodified for IVY at substantial 

33ense. 

CJ 
/LIZ. 

That the Joint Chiefs 

rr;.:;rra the above conclusions. 
4tco 

RECOLL!XNDATICNS 

of Staff and the Atomic Energy Commission 

10. That a joint ATWIC ENERGY COUUISSION-DEPARTUZNT OF DEFElISE state- 

,:.enr, be released to the public immediately after each detonation to pre- 

clude premature announcement of such information through personal mail or 

through other uncontrollable or unforeseen circumstances. 

LL. That the Joint Task Force organization for overseas atomic tests 

be maintained as a permanent command providing for rotation of the Executive 

r;zent and Commander at such times as may be considered appropriate by the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
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1. Joint 

DISCUSSION 

Task Force 132 (JTF 132), commanded by Major General P. ;i. . 

@ c,larkson, United States Amy, was activated on 9 July 1951, with Headquarters 

at .;ashington, D.C. The cormand post of the Corroder was opened on Parry 

Islaud, Eniwetok Atoll, at 03002, 17 September 1952 and was closed at CoOlZ, 

21 lioverrber 1952. These latter dates indicate the period of the operational 

(on-site) phase of operation IVY. 

2. One very high yield thermonuclear device (MIKE) and one high yield 

nuclear weapon (KING) were detonated. In conjunction with these detonations, 

eleven experimental program were conducted. This report describes the de- 

vice and weapon and experimental programs, giving as many preliminary con- 

clusions as can be drawn fron early analysis of data. iiore definitive con- 

clusions will appear in the fifty-four voluc!es of technical reports planned 

and referred to in paragraph 50a(3). This report also covers in summry the 

operational, security, logistical ard fiscal aspects of JTF 132. Detailed 

infomation regarding these subjects will be included in the history of 

Ooeration IVY and in the Technical Report on Comunications conte>Tlated in 

paragraphs 50a(l) and (2). 

3. The planning date of 1 October 1952 was established for detonation 

of the LEE device per J.C.S. 2179/13 and J.C.S. 2179/15. The scheduled 

shot date of YIKE was changed to 1 November 1952 per J.C.S. 2179/26. In the 

moort by the Comnander, Joint Task Force 132 (CJTF 132), to the Executive 

&;ent, dated 21August 1952, CJTF 132 stated that the Task Force was pro- 

pared to conduct its first test (Xi(E) on schedule, 1 November 1952, and 

that the KING weapon would be detonated as soon after 1 November 1952 as 

possible, probably by 15 November 1952. 

a. Actual detonation dates occurred as follo?rs: 

(1) EKF, - 1 November 1952 

(2) KRGG - 16 Kovesbgr 1952 

b. The ability of the T:\s!c Force to meet the operational dltoj is 

oC~!edliled is attribllted t.o the fol1o~~:ir.g i.-GOrtaCt factors: 

- 
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(1) The suc~e.ssfu~ prognustication of fe:/‘orable :,e;ther on t:*c 

,.,J,2.11cd d%tes. (?aragra?h 26 deals :iith the details in this respect). 

(2) The ability of the Task Force to condluct the operation as 

-.-od in all its essential features. _ .._._ 

G. The conduct of operation IVY indicates the effectiveness of plan- 

:^- __..j in considerable detail an operation of this nature well in advance and 

-,I-,+~ initiating the operational phases by brief operational directives. 

Z?3:$TIO!JS 

5. LiLZZ Device BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

a. Objective of Detonation. The objective of LJIKE shot was to 

test by actual detonation the theory of design for a thermonuclear reaction 

on a large scale, the results of which could be used to design, test and 

;?rod’lce stockpile thermonuclear weapons. 

. . 

ba Genem1 Description’ The LX,yZ device raw 

4120; 3 5/811 in length by 61 8” 

in diameter. This device, weighing approximately eighty-two tons, consisted 

Gf several major components or functional parts. They were : 

(6) the associated cryogenics system external to the device 

itself. 



e. Yield. The yield of the CIi device is considered to be within 

the range of six to twelve Uegatons’ (MT). A better yield figure is not 

available at this date pending a more complete analysis of test data. 

f. Remarks. It is desirable to point out that the themomclear 

c!a%ce tested was not a weapon. All of the diagnostic experimnts were de- 

Si;.oed to neasure certain specific reactions in an effort to confirm the 

?rcdictions of theories that went into the design of this device. This type 

of thermonuclear device my be adaptable to a major redesign for weapon 

.ztqoses. It is believed that the overall size and neight can be reduced 

oxl that the cryogenics system can be simplified to make a usable vdeapon. 

6. KING Xeapon 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

lnat ion. The objective of the KI3JG shot :‘;a~ to 

b. General Descriotion 



c. Critical !.:zterisls. 

The standard implosion sys te 

chszistry to be 550 L 50 KT, while the photographic analysis indicates the 

yield to be 570 i 30 KT. It therefore seem probable at this time ‘that the 

he KING shot provided valuable information on therml, 

blast and radiation effects of high yield fission weapons. 

XCPKRI~IENTAL PROGRAL~ 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

7. Introduction. The following paragraphs present ah outline of the 

objectives, methods and general results of the experimental program. .;t 

such an early date only the most preliminary results can be presented. i0r 

sorze projects, in fact, the only result than can be presently stated is that 

data was or was not obtained. It should be stressed that conclusions based 

on the information contained herein my be inaccurate since more extensive 

data reduction often leads to different results. Attached to this reoo:t 

are Appendices A throxh K covsring the results of the scientific projec-.s 

in as such detail as is available at present, together aith statements on 

tte objectives of each test and nethods of obtainin;: the information. FCr‘o.-t 

has been made to give nore detailed information on ?roD:~cts having opera- 

&1_. . -. . ___._____ ___*_____ __ ___.______,_ .._ -. -:o;..~~ 34 .:‘- 

v+, purely di.aKnostic infomation are presented in much stipler for.?. T:.:.z 

h?s been done to increase the operational value of this report. 

8. Pro:qarn 1 - Radiochemistr:r. The objective of this progrJin ;;a5 k.12 

collection aad radloche:aical :hal;:jis of ato:ic debris sarqles, tl-.e ari -3:” 

,J ‘:?o ;9 of t:-,s a?al:_;ls bei:? ti:e datsr,~.i:_tlon of yields. 70: L.LLQ’ L’_._Y,, 

. a? :;ts=;. ..& 3, 25 ,.7.L!: c,, ,Jy?‘:Gn .~h-t : _l_. ,_33.C.t ciix-wstic i. info,:,,stion ( :,?.ett2r ,I‘ 
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:!,:, 2r.d to vhat extent, the desired t;:zr;conuclear reaction took olace ;:.d 

.-- ._-___ 1 

_ ;:octed “tracer” mterials 

quantities of which ::ere built 

The quantity of gaseous and particulate atonic debris suaples 

ccllected from the detonation induced clouds, utilizing collectors mounted 

on [canned F-8&G aircraft., was adequate. The aircraft were based on Kwajalein 

and required inflight refueling to accom_olish their mission. Shielded flight 

olsthing to reduce radiation elcposures was effectively used on LlIKE shot by 

the pilots of these aircraft. Instrumentation of the clothing indicated 

tkt low energy gamma radiation was present in the LIIKE cloud during some of 

the penetrations. The radiation exposures received by these pilots were in 

all cases well within the prescribed limits. Laboratory analysis, which is 

being accomplished at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) is not coc.plete 

as of this writing. Preliminary analysis, however, indicates the yield of 

L'IiCS shot as 5-7 Lfp and of KING shot as 550 L 50 KT. The discrepancy be- 

tzcen this yield for bZKE shot and that given by ball-of-fire photography 

(see the discussion of Program 3 herein) has not yet been resolved. it pre- 

sent, however, it appears that the ball-of-fire result is more reliable. 

9. Program 2 - Progress of the Kuclear Reaction. This program was 

designed to analyze the performance of the device and the weapon, utilizing 

various diagnostic measurements. New and untested experimental techniques 

uere used on MKE shot; hence the large amount of data obtained was very 

grat 

rate 

from 

time 

of + 

ifying. For E;iI'K!Z shot, measurements 

of rise of the nuclear reaction) of trigger" bo.mb; the time 

, the 

t 

reaction to the beginning 

charac eristics of the thermonuclear llburnincl' 

he rlevinca* Cho rate nC nmns-ptinn n? 

the energy spectrum of the neutron flux. The data for these measurements 

:',.as recorded in a concrete bunker 9,000 feet from the device, and connesced 

to the device cab by a helix fiiled tunnel through which gzu~a ray and ceu- 

tE:? si;hals could pass :?ith little attenuation. 



,;.S:,rO:cents v:ere highly successful. 

For KIiC shot, alpha and transit til,ie (tkAe from firir.,; Signal to 

.‘;-St muclear reaction) were neasured, _- the latter by a rermte masurexent 

technique capable of tactical utilization. 

_ Scientific Photograph! program had my objec- 

tives, each of which involved photographic documentation of some aspect of 

the detonations. Ball-of-fire growth, cloud development and illumination 

versus tine were measured for both shots. For MIKE shot, an indirect mea- 

surement of the internal temperature distribution ras made by observing the 

light signals from selected spots on the outer surface of the steel case. 

The very early MIKE case disintegration was observed by high speed photogra- 

phy and the MIKE crater structure was documented by pre-shot and post-shot 

aerial photography. For KING shot, the precise position of the burst was 

measured. In addition, Bhangmeters (devices designed to obtain a remote and 

quick yield result from light signal observation) were utilized for both 

shots. 
Generally speaking, three types of cameras were used to accoc+olish 

the above - one type producing a record cade up of a number of discrete 

photographs or frames; another producing a continuous l%treak’l record; and a 

third producing a single picture at a known time after detonation. Depending 

uoon the phenomenon being photographed, film speeds from sixteen frames per 

second to 3,5OO,OCO frames p2r second were utilized. 

A great annunt of data ivas obtained in spite of some equipment 

failures. tiost of the film records have yet to be completely analyzed, but 

prelLtiary analysis of the fire ball groirth films indicates the folloaing 

yield values: BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
a. LUKE Shot 127flLlT 

lo. nuti Snot ,,” L JU i.l 

The KI?iG shot burst position was determined to be: 

a. Circular Error, 570 ,$ 35 feet 

b. Height of Burst 1460 f 20 feet 

c. Dccignated height of Burst 1500 feet 

11. Fro:;~a.-: 4 - r:aut.ron !.:?a;u:~+,~‘snt;. Pro,rm 4 .;;a3 .$_i_..lril. d_?.!,> k ,? 

LO L :., Y .._ ::r .s~lrc..;.zct 0 f to :al .9.~z-b-z.-S of CoutronS , in variocs :_-:i):~c e.ner;,- 

- -:- 
. 
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:.-_T5zz, arriving at fixed points on the ground. Such neutron ~~coun:i~.~~~ is 

,-o.:_?j.ished by l&oratory antiysis 02 the neutron induced radioact-vit;: ~2. 

,.2iected ttthreshold detector" materials such as gold, tantalum, i.naum, 

; “qe, __..-. zirconium and others. For each shot, many detector stations v,ere 

c3:abLished in radial lines extending outigard from ground zero. In addition, 

2.2 attempt was [rude to measure the total number of neutrons arriving at a 

fe;~ selected points as a function of time, utilizing a device known as a 

1tyission-Catcher Camera". The basic difference between these two measure- 

::.ents should be noted. The first allows only a counting of neutrons and 

provides no infoHEatiOn as to when a particular neutron arrived, whereas the 

second does allow such a time separation. 

Since the detector station positions for KIKi3 shot were selected on 

the basis of an expected relatively low yield, many of the samples v;ere 10s~. 

Thirty-five samples were recovered, however - some from within the .eapon 

crater - and are being analyzed at the present time. Thirty-eight of the 

%lXG shot samples were recovered and are also undergoing analysis. All of 

t 2s "Fission-Catcher Cameras" were destroyed by the blast. 

The relatively large aDPunt of neasurement station destruction and 

resulting potential data loss suffered by this program is not indicative of 

a poorly designed experimnt. The high attenuation of a neutron signal 

passing through air dictates that such stations must be relatively near 

ground zero and the value of such close-in data is vgell worth the risk of 

losing an inexpensive station. One of the great potential values of these 

neutron measurements is to explain why a device failed or detonated r;ith a 

yield much lower than predicted. 

12. Program 5 - Gamma Ray hleasurements. This program was devoted to 

studying the phenomenology of a detonation. bieasurerrents were made of the 

ga~~c ray intensity as a function of both time and distance, including ti~at 

-1 . - Wm._ to Pall __L .T-.., _-” LL_ ;_ -1 oL__- . dJ ___: -- _ I_..’ 

The close-up instrumentation was also designed for diagnostic studies and 

studies of shock wave effects upon garw,u radiation. The more distant instru- 

mentation ~KLS concerned largely with fall-out and included utilization of 

oe;'?ral r.e:4ly de;rcloped collection and recording devices. 

Totzl do;e :‘i?s mc~~sure3 :.ith fitin badges on both shots, .~.an~' bzl;a 

-9- 
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,titions being established on radial Lines extending fron ground zero. 

Close-in intensity versus tine (one ten-::illionth of a second t,j_xe resolu- 

ti3n) ;:as lleasured with phospor-photocelloscilloscope-camera combinations 

for the first few seconds. LLore distant intensity versus tifae measurezents 

(fey, seconds tine resolution) were cade ivith ionization chamber-recorder 

co7binations. Fall-out samples were collected both over land and over water 

at selected paints ranging from a few to several hundred tiles from ground 

zero. 
For HIKE shot, the filu badge stations were nearly all destroyed. 

;:eager data will be extracted, however, from those more than Ic,500 yards 

f rorn ground zero, High resolution intensity records were obtained in suf- 

ficient quantity to indicate the pronounced effect of the shock wave and to 

neasure the timv__Lower tine 

c3 resolution intensity records were obtained on seven islands of Kniwetok Atoll. 

Thus far no such data has been recovered from the off-atoll stations, al- 

though fall-out has been recorded on Kusaie Island and Ujelang Atoll. Usa- 

ble fall-out samples (some of them as a function of tine) were collected on 

the islands of Eniwetok Atoll, on rafts in the lagoon, on buoy-type sea 

stations and at other atolls. It is expected that analysis of these sa~zples 

and the ionization chamber-recorder data :rill definitely augment understanC.ng 

of the overall fall-out hazard problem, particularly because of the tine de- 

oendence of portions of the data. 

:a For KING shot, the fi_Ln badge stations out to 1,203 yards were de- 

stroyed, apparently by a large block of concrete which rolled down the line 

xeclcing both film badge and neutron detector stations. The rejzainder of 

the badges were recovered and are undergoing analysis. Usable intensity 

versus time data was obtained with both slow and fast tine resolution. It 

is interesting to note trct the peak radiation level on Runit (2,000 yards 

fro,?. crc$_,.'"4 "-,,,\ "‘s- < nr‘\A _-_-AS-,-- I-' L-..” “I..- _ .-__,I- ^*I^_ ____ 
0 -_.. , ., . 

lnd had dropped to one-half r per hour approxic=tely one minute later. LO 

3 
significant fall-out was recorded on any otler island of the atoll and non-3 

:':a~ reported at any off-atoll station at tbi.S ririting. Sanplas were ob- 

talnsd frora twenty-four fall-out collector stations on islands on the atcll. 

1n3:: sa~?les e:ciibited e;&re-lj- lo., acti,/ity, ho.;.ever, indicating fro.2 

‘;cr;- ZLi ;:;t +j p,s f7-.s_‘J’. BEST AVAILABLE copy 
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13. Pro,yarn b - Blast Leasurerents. This orogrz. ‘;ias c!csi;r,%d to stc<~ 

-.-.e characteristics of ths LIKE and XII5 blast waves, their propagation 

cnn~h air, v:ater and earth, and their transient effects upon these media. 

In particular, data was sought to document pressure versus time as a function 

of distance from zero at the surface; material velocity behind the shock 

front at known positions in space; shock dnd, afterwind and sound velocity 

‘before, during and after blast wave passage; water surface motions in both 

deep sxl shallow water; sub-surface earth accelerations; sub-surface pres- 

sures in both deep and shallow water, to include acoustic pressure waves at 

great distances; air density versus time before, during and after shock 

wave passage; and air pressure versus time at known positions in space. The 

tremendous energy release associated with MIKF, shot and the quasi-operational 

nature of the KING shot air-drop assured that 

in this program by both the AiX and DOD. 

The experimental techniques utilized 

tso many and varied to allow description in a 

great interest would be s+D.Lin 

to accomplish the abo-re viere 

summary of this type. As an 

e:%ple, they included tiny self-recording “indenter1t gauges and comolately 

instrumented bomber-type (B-36D and B-47B) aircraft. 

A large amunt of usable data was obtained, every project re?or:ing 

at least partial success in its cursory report in spite of unforeseen dif- 

ficulties due to inclement weather. Some tentative conclusions that cm be 

draxn are: BEST AVAILABLE copy 

a. The basic blast pattern from nuclear explosions nOiv appears to 

be established on quite firm theoretical and empirical grounds in a self- 

conji;tent theory beginning with the growth of the ball-of-fir: and e::tar.di;il; 

to pressures less than one pound per square inch. 

b. Atmspheric inhomogeneities markedly affect the blast varia- 

bles at great distances for large yield :-weapons. In particular, ,~.der r.3r- 

~.a1 temperature lapse rate conditions, peak pressures at great dis~anczz arl: 

:3 

By reduced. 

c. Blast hydrodynamics, offer considerable i.xediate oro:..izo 2s 3 

dia:ncstic tool on tests of atomic .xeapons. 



. 
_ _-e. .. ‘-- 

__ I . --.i__l 
0 0 

a. Water surface dis+ce:ient -2as t:io to four feet at Runit Island 

-3 one to three feet at Parry Island for !.XZ shot. The ‘,Yaves produced bj- 

;+is shot were, generally, mch smaller than yedicted, being a?proximtely 

one-tenth of those expected within the lagoon and nonexistent in the open 

sei. 
b. A newly devised light and inexpensive deep sea Lilooring, utili- 

zing the top of under-sea mountains rising to some 5,000 feet under the 

surface, was proven highly successful. This ability to establish semi-rigid 

reference points in mid ocean may well offer a valuable contribution to 

ocean studies in general, BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
c. On LiIKE shot, the B-3& horizontal tail bending moment was 

approxioately sixty-two per cent of design limit, although bending molcents 

in the .+Jing due to gust were very low. At shock arrival, this aircraft was 

63 
approximately 22.7 nautical ties fro3 ground zem at an altitude of L+O,OcO 

feet. 
d. Identical peak pressures were measured on Parry Island for !XCX 

md KING shots - 0.36 pounds per square inch. This anomaly appears to be 

due to a refraction effect. 

LL. Program 7 - Long Range Detection. Program 7 was designed to aid in 

the development of and obtain calibration data for specialized equipment and 

techniques for the detection (an analysis, to whatever degree is feasible) 

of a nuclear explosion at great distances. The techniques utilized were ex- 

tre.nely diverse in nature, covering the fields of electmrnagnetic radiation 

transport; airborne low frequency 

detection of fire ball light; t!nd 

airborne debris samples. 

The quantity and general 

sound; seisnic wave propagation; the 

the trac.king, collection and analysis of 

characteristics of the data and samples 

coiiected by this program are indicative of a successful operation, but 

practically no data has been reduced and analyzed in detail at this writing. 

listing cloud cover and srroke obscuration nake the Bhangmeter results ap- 

p-ar questionable. Final conclusions, however, must await fiL.? analysis. 

Go:.Xunication difficulties lessened the effectiveness of KING shot air SC.?- 

.’ , . a 
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;I;:: Shot, no reports have yet been recei-4-d fro,x these. stations, but p.o 

;; “f;Y;;ty is ccticicatad. 

15. Progrm 8 - Thermal Radiation Leasurenents. This program \1as de- 

;:.;hed to investigate the thernal radiation emitted by an atoAtic detonation. 

:;-:r the earth’s surface, attempts were pade to measure the total therm1 

e:.ergy received as a fumtion of distance fron ground zero; the tine varia- 

tion of therm1 intensity received; and the energy spectrum exhibited by 

t::is radiation. In conjunction with these measurements, and to aid in the 

interpretation of results, the atmspheric attenuation (transmission property) 

a1or.g light paths of interest was studied. Instrumented bomber-type air- 

craft (B-36D and B-47B) viere employed to study, in free air and at altitudes 

significant to delivery aircraft, the thermal intensity versus time and the 

associated radiation induced aircraft skin temperatures. The latter infor- 

a zation is essential to studies of safe aircraft delivery techniques. The 

instrumentation utilized to accomplish the above included thermocouples, 

bolor;.e ters , photocell-recotier combinations,. high speed spectrographs and 

sXi.n patches. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
Results were most gratifying, the only serious loss of data occuring 

in the “total thermal” project for KING shot. A great amunt of data, the 

quality of which appears to be excellent, was obtained on both shots. cur- 

sory analysis points out the following facts: 

a. The apparent thermal energy of AlIKE shot was at least 0.7 LT. 

This value is uncorrected for clouds and dust and hence is sonewhat low. 

b. On MIKE shot, the left wing access door of the B-36D experien- 

ced a temperature rise of 93’F. The thickness of the aluainwn was 0.025 

inches and the aircraft was appro.uinately fifteen nautical miles slant range 

froc zero at an altitude of 40,000 feet. This aircraft received a rela- 

ti.rely high thermal flux of 46.9 BTU per square foot. The predicted valve 

ha-=A mn * 4 !:T yield ‘s;as 36 BT’J per squ-:c- fcot, 

c. The apparent thermal energy of KING shot was at least 48 KT. 

16. Trogram 9 - Electror?agnetic Phenorrena. This progrm :‘ras concerned 

;iith t>.s detection and ineasureaent of various electro2agnstic phenor;.ena 

asSocint,ed :rith hucloar detonations. Cne project studied the cdrrelatisn 

b?;:,:sn n:c].ear e;cplosion ieiluced iocosoheric disturbances eal t!:e 

i’- , 

. 
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1s. ProFran, 11 - Preli:+z.ry Seonh:~slcal and ::adne Surrey of r~.2s; ,:.r-1 
A 

This pro~r;_x was desi+ed tti obtain dttliled inforl.;ation as to thz 

ccnfi;;uration and structure of Eni?!eto!i Atoll in order that the effects of 

::I~s shot (and other high yield shots presently planned for future tests) 

0 
unon that structure might be more readily and reliably interpreted. In 

&.dditiOn, it included a study of the biological contanination effects re- 

sulting fron an atomic burst near water. 

Prior to UIKE shot, both acoustic soundings and seismic refraction 

surveys were conducted on and around the Eniwetok reef. Ground shock tests 

,,vere accomplished in conjuction with high explosive detonations and two deep- 

drill holes were sunk to unaltered basement rock. In addition, salrples of 

marine life were collected both before and after the shot in order that the 

@ 

biological effects of radiation contamination might be subsequently analyzed 

in the laboratory. BEST AVAILABLE copy 
The only appropriate prelimimry statement of results for this 

program is that usable data was recovered and is being reduced. 

OERATIONS 

19. Organization and Commd Relationships 

a. Joint Task Force 132 was organized 

four functional task groups designated as: 

into a Headquarters and 

(1) Task Group 132.1 (Scientific Task Group) 

(2) Task Group 132.2 (Army Task Group) 

(3) Task Group 132.3 (Naval Task Group) 

(4) Task Group 132.4 (Air Force Task Group) 

b. The basic plan for operation IVY was set forth in J.C.S. 2179/15. 

Forces i’:ere drawn from the Atomic Energy Cor&ssion and its contractors, and 

from the three Services. Appendix L depicts the general organization for 

operation IVY. Appendix K depicts the organization of the Headquarters, 

T-:-b me_?. -_ __ ,^” ml_, __ _._- ,-?e:: task fcrsc? stren$.h c-?e.-SC:: *, *rk-c- ^ ’ . ..&..UIIII Lr 

pro-Xinately 11,600. Appendix N indicates the phasing of task force elexnts 

overseas. 

c. Task Group 132.1 (TG. l32.l), activated on 2 January 1951, ::as 

COr:Xa.?.:cd by Kr. Stanley il. Rurriss of LASL. TG 132.1 ?/as responsible for 

d--i:nin= and constructin; all test facilities in ths for.:arr! area and 

L -L5- ‘c 
c 

.’ , r: 
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cJn_‘r,r:ted ths cxperizental prograzs. Tiz "J" Division of LZSL, for:r.ad alter 

z:,lr.at;on S.XXTO;:E in 194-; to q~~~~,ida mn:inuity in weapons tests activi- 

L:-3: cr.d headed by Dr. Alvin C. Graves, forned the nucleus of TG 132.1. 

:,c>lal design and construction of facilities and the operation of 31 boats 

2a.d snail craft xere accomplished by the firm of Holmes & Narver, Inc., 

L;s Lngsles, California, which reached a peak strength of aIrnut 1,250 on 

Eni;ietok Atoll. Other elesmnts of TG 132.1 were drawn, under AEC ccntrac- 

tual arrangements, from certain universities and from private imustry or 

through assigmlent by CJTF 132 from military sources and Service laboratories. 

ip?ro.tiately 113 officers and 171 enlisted men of the military Services 

;.ere assigned to TG 132.1 to assist in administration or the conduct of ex- 

perinents, as well as to receive special training. TG 132.1 ivas organized 

along railitary lines and at peak strength numbered about 2,124. The orrq.ni- 0 

zation and nissions of TG l32.lare shown in Appendix 0. 

d. Task Group 132.2 (TG l32.2), activated on 1 August 1951, xas 

cc:xanded by Colonel George E. Burritt, USA. TG 132.2 operated all base 

fat_ilities on Fniwetok Island; provided off-atoll coav%unications, less 

Xrxays and Air Communications Service (AACS); and provided land security 

throughout the atoll. A force of 167 military police was assigned to ac- 

coqlish this latter function. In addition, all military personnel on 

Enivretok AtoLL were organized and trained into a ground defense force capa- 

ble of resisting hostile action, if such an emergency occurred. The peak 

overseas strength of TG 132.2 during the operational phase was appro&:ately 

i,230. The organization and tissions of TG 132.2 are shown in Apsendiv ?. 

e. Task Group 132.3 (TG 132.3), activated on 8 February 1952 at 

&hin$on, D.C., was coxanded by Rear hdniral Charles Xc. Wilkins, WI. 

The Task Group consisted of nineteen ships and thirty-five snail cra:‘t. 

;:ava.l air participation consisted cf Tatrol Squadron TUI based at ;\‘.~aj~l*ir, 

_.‘&.I_ . . c< . I I L _, . ,, *‘-- ,‘;mYA .,. :CZ-111,). TG ;3;.> w_i- 

d:ctad security operations in the for,vard area, served as an afloat base 

dWi.n: !.:IKE chat evacuation a,nd provided logistical and tecixical sl;??ort :c 

TG 132.1. ALL vessels were fully operational at the tine of renortl;.; to t:z 

Ta,;;'< ,CN:~L) a.4 at ,eaL; strength the Task Crcu:, overseas nc:b-red 5,k3; :.::‘- 

_ i::r..:1. i’ T.f! or~~aniz~tion end :~z;:o~,s of 75 122.3 are sho~in in .:?.;z~:;.x 1. 
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I-. Tas? C-~CUJ 1:2.!, (TG 132..4), zctivatsd CIII 2 January 1952 at 

:::.,l:_qd Air Force Base, ‘:!a~ comanded by Brigadier General F.2. Glantzber;, 

, .*- &I._ . The Strategic Air Comand (SAC), the Air Research and Devel,Op:~ent 

cs....zxi (diDi) and the Zilitary Air Transport Service ('KATS) augmented the 

;.,.ecial ;.eapons Center (SX) in the organizing, naming, equipping and 
. 

tra>.inC of subordinate task units. The Air Materiel Comsnd (AX) provi- 

dr;d technical and logistical support to the Task Group. TG 132.4 operated 

e:<-cerimntal and liaison aircraft and provided, in collaboration with other 

Tas!,: Force eleEntS, such services as weather information, communications, 

search am rescue and documentary photography. During the training period, 

simlated operations were conducted and a complete, detailed rehearsal of 

IVY air operations was staged at Bergstrom Air Force Base in August, 1952. 

Cne P-84 aas lost during the operational phase at Eniwetok, resulting in the 

death of the pilot. One Rl3-50 was destroyed with no personnel casualties. 

Lt peak strength the Task Group overseas numbered 2,518 personnel. The or- 

ganization and mission of TG 132.4 are shown in Appendix 9. 

g. It is believed that a permanent Joint Task Force organization 

:i:uld result in mre expeditious and economical progression of effort fro:; 

ox overseas operation to the next. A pemanent organization vould eliriinate 

r:ah,y of the following repetitive activities which have typified previous 

test operations due to the lack of continuity from one task force to another: 

(1) Assignment , post-operation release and subsequent repro- 

curerzent of staff personnel indoctrinated in joint planning. 

(2) Assignment, post-operation release and subsequent repro- 

cure:?mt of specialists and units specially trained for ato,xi.c energy test 

operations. 
(3) Time consuming and costly processing of new ARC "Q" 

security Clearances. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
(4) Activation, post-operation deactivation and subsequent 

__^ I. .i:, ^‘- Y- ._ ..::.1 _:-L_L. __-_ _ _... . "I. _,_, > . -O* ---':-.ental tests. -_ &_ 

(5) L;odification, post-operation demdification and subsequent 

re:.:od.ification of ships, aircraft and equipment employed in these test 

20. PLarmi~.; and Tminint 

-17- 
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. c Train35 Lemorandun No. 1 established t!le policies fcr the fa.dliariza::o~. 

;_,:,i training of Headquarters personnel. The memor?ndum out&nod a requlreo 

o;c.:,round reading and orientation course; emphasized utilization of ap?ro- 

:,riat.e courses of instruction and orientation in the atomic field offered 

at Sandia Base, Albuquerque, Neal Eexico, and later at '_a:wellI\ir Force 3ase, 

,;;a'bama; and emphasized the importance of staff visits to installations and 

or,;anizations concerned ::ith the activities of JTF 132. Following this, 

Training Memorandum No. 2 set forth the military training policy of CJTP 132 

for the personnel assigned to the Garrison Force at Znixetok. This memoran- 

dum had as its purpose the welding into a combat unit all the various occu- 

pational grades making up the Garrison Force, as well as the orderly conduct 

of Task Force matters in the forward area. 

b. As the mission and concept of operation IVY became Inovm, 

Operation Order No. l-52 was issued for the purpose of guiding the formation 

and early training of the Navy, Air and Scientific Task Groups. As the 

concept became more firm, Operation Plan No. 2-52 was issued. This plan 

VIES designed to cover final training throughout the Task Force and the (rove- 

!.:nt overseas. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

21. On-Site Operations and Rehearsals 

a. Joint Task Force and Task Group co,mmand posts acre established 

in the forward area by 17 Septe.mber 1952. This marked the beginning of the 

operational. (on-site) phase. Task Groups then prepared to receive and take 

operational control of major air and surface components allocated for IL?. 

Arri:lal of major components in the forward area was phased in accordance 

~iith the immediate operational needs of the Task Force. For example, ths 

security vessels and aircraft assigned began arriving on 15 September 1352 

to correspond with the arrival of RESTRICTED DATA materials; drop aircraft 

and aircraft instrumented for effects began arriving on 25 September 1952 

for on-site rehearsals; and evacuation transports arrived on 23 October, in 

sufficient time for preliminary loading. Meanwhile, the follo?ring on-site 

activities commenced to increase in tempo by mid September: 

(1) Construction of test facilities progressed substantially 

aa scientific personnel arrived r:ith insfr~xantation e:uip::ent .and s?l?or- 

';iocd its installation and calibration. Concurrentl:,', basic SI.Y.'Z:~ arti 



:,,-,jtruction ::ork :,as bsguc at BiiAni in ?repsration for oper?tion GhBTlB. 

(2) Port operations and air traffic reached a peak as a result 

;: t:,e influx of materiel and personnel. 

(3) Assembly of the LXKE device components and preparation of 

its circuitry and cryogenics systems coxenced. 

(4) Electronics and communications check-outs were conducted 

:_;itb aircraft and vessels involved in the scientific measurement programs. 

(5) Security surveillance and weather reconnaissance activi- 

ties acre intensified. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
(6) Refinement of operational procedures for inter-atoll and 

intra-atoll air and surface lift was r;ade to effect maximum utilization of 

ca+ollities provided. 

b. By 20 October, all Task Force elen;ents had arrived and Task 

Groups were near peak operational strength. Rehearsals for individual 

phases of the overall operation had already been taking place preparatory to 

a Cull Task Force final rehearsal, LUKE XRAY Day (LLX Day). The conduct of 

a full rehearsal was complicated by the need for remaining time to be devo- 

toi to actual preparation for the test uithout interrupting the effort \Ji.ti 

rehearsal; the requirement for an inflerzble period of three days bztxeen 

IX Day and MIKE Day (Y Day) for cryogenic servicing of the KIKE device; and 

exceedingly poor weather conditions. However, on 28 October, the Task Force 

final rehearsal was conducted with limited air participation due to unfavora- 

S bl e .:leather at Kwajalein. The hiX Day rehearsal was successful with no 

serious discrepancies disclosed in any phase of the operation. The LILE 

device was successfully detonated as scheduled on 1 November 1952. The 

ma;nitude of detonation did not pose an, 7' serious obstacles to completion of 

scientific tests or data recovery, nor did it result in any significant 

damage to installations on Parry and Eniwetok Islands. On 9 November, a 

final rehearsal for the KIKG event, KING XR4Y Day (KX Day), xas conducted. 

0 

As ?re-shot evacuation of the Tas!< Force was not necessary for the XEIG 

efent, &nd as there were no thermonuclear or cryogenics problems ibvoifs:!, 

handled as a conventional air-dr:> 

d.x-in2 ::IC shot and serfxt :.?-.- 

.*,-.. 7 t:-.3 cor,,Le;c success of tcs ..L..< 

,. ,.I. 
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;,o;l ;:a~ successfully detonated oh 16 r:ovef:ber 1952, three days beyond _.._ + he 

:3 :;ovecber date planned at the tine of reentry after XKE shot. 

22. Operations Afloat BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
a. Because of unkaown factors involved in a detonation of the .~mg- 

nitude of iIKE, complete evacuation of Erliwetok Atoll was required for this 

ohase of the operation. The CJTF 132, CTG 132.1 and the weapons party es- 

ta’olished their command posts for this period aboard the USS EWES (AGC-12); 

CTG 132.2 established his cormand post on the USNS COLLINS (TAP-l&‘?) ; and 

ClG 132.3 was in his flagship, the uss RZNIDVA (CVZ-114). 

b. With the exception of the mall weapons party and an upper air 

sounding team, evacuation -- begun on M-4 days -- was practically coinpletsd 

by 2330 pn L!-1 day. CTG 132.4 boarded the ESTES at 1700 to act as Staff Air 

Controller. The weapons party boarded the USS CURTISS (AV-4) by Ol.25. The 

evacuation fleet, under the operational command of CTG 132.3, was clear of 

the lagoon by 0315 and the last ship was on station by Of&S. 

c. At the tine of detonation all ships were in a sector bearing 

northeast to south, at a distance of thirty kles or more from ground zero. 

The exact position of several of the ship- 3 was dictated by their use as 

recording and measuring stations in various scientific programs. 

d. The shins remained at sea until a radiological safety survey of 

the lagoon Has made. Upon completion of this survey on the morning of $1, 

rsentry into the lagoon was comenced. With the conpletion of surveys of 

the cuq areas the novenent of personnel ashore was begun. 

23. Post-Shot Reentries 

a. Yiithin one hour after the LiIKE detonation, reentry operations 

comenced by helicopter launched from the RENUOVA at sea. b:overoent of tie 

Task Eorce ashnra ~:m~ oa-rmrt +n re-r+:*,-+:nm -* *-n;l:~:-- ---I .,- 1 L_.l 

by bfL days. On b!{l day, radiological safety (RadSafe) conditions par:d:;ed 

$3 
3xwzl reentry into the atoll by the Task Force and on k$2 days the Tas’; 

Force mved ashore. As radiation levels on the instrumented islands de- 

cT.?as.c-~, r.ecovery operations pro,l-essed. By Cfl2 days all significant d-21 

_ 

;<;:fG 
‘5 . :<~zo~,oq opyst,iona follo.~~ir;,-.--_-_~ot >o;ed fe:re: obztacl?; 

<:, 



b,;,-,p these following LIKE. ris the KIliG detonation v:ae an air-dro.3, ra$.i!itiCJn 

~~-~lo v,ere almost negligible. Thus, recovery schedules vjere advanced a?.“_ 

r?cu~ery work was completed by K#7 days vdth excellent data obtained. 

24. Disposition of Forces and Equipment 

a. As tasks were completed, units of the Task Force were de_ 

plo;ad and individuals returned to the ZI OS reassigned in a norral phasing 

out orocess immediately after KmG shot. As operation CASTLE had been pm_ 

,:ra.ed to follow IVY after only a short interval of tinze, the roll-up of 

1’s~ .;ias planned in such a manner as tc pmvide for continuity of operations 

ar,d for economical, expeditious support of CASTLE. 

b. Consideration was given to the savings which would accrue 

thmugh reassigning to the Task Force certain ships, bats and aircraft a- 

ready activated and modified for IVY at substantial expense. Retention of 

planning staffs and certain troop elements was also accomplished. 

25. Search and, Rescue. Throughout the operation, search and rescue 

(SAH) rasponsibility for the Task Force was assigned to CTG 132.4. This 

proved to be a norkable arrangamant in view of his proxiraity to the Kvaajalein 

kres SAR Coorf??inat.ion Cemter during the less critical periods and the versa- - 

tility of control facilities available to him during rehearsals and shot 
i 

periods in his Air Operations Center in the Co&at Information Center (CIC) 

aboard the BSTES. Winch ard float equipped helicopters; radar equipped 

?2Vs, destroyers and AVB crash boats combined with airborne control aircraft 

and the latest type fixed radar equipment of the ESTFS provided superior SAR 

ca+bilities. To provide a margin of safety appropriate to extensive over 

water Jet fighter operations, including inflight refueling, tuo “dumbo” 

e.quipped SB-29s and two SA-16 amphibious aircraft were assigned to remin 

airborne throughout critical periods. 

26. Leather -_ BEST AVAILABLE copy 

a. i'he weather problem in oijeratron IVY was one of the most dir’fi- 

cult in the history of meteorology. Total requirements for iueattzr; tne 

absolute derands vrith respect to terldnal conditions at Eniaetok and K:raja- 

lein plus the air route between the tiO 

tions of inini?~, acceptability of upper 

1cti.J: :‘all-out throtighout the !:arsh311 

locations; and the rigorous condi- 

wind structure controlling radio- 

Islznds ;reated a proSlea aith cr,l: 

. ,8 
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. . ro;lote probability of all conditions being favoraols. 

b. The’ fact that tk problen :;?s solved succasjfully should hot or; 

2r.itted to obscm-e one inqortant fact. LIKE :eas detonated on the only dag 

<;._;..i ) qs a Teriod of aLr.ost a whole month oh which acceptable conditions ?ro- 

vsilsd. Conditions were unacceptable for the fourteen days preceding and 

t?,s nine days follo:ving 1 November. The fact that the %eather orgahizacion 

.‘:a~ 251s to recognize and predict conditions for that one day reflects great 

cred<t on the Task Force Xeather Central ard its supporting components on the 

outlying islands. KING shot was no less complicated because of the added 

resuj_rene;lt for a visual drop. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
c. It is clear that more flefibility rcust be built into subsequent 

overseas tests in order to prevent. costly delays which commit key scientific 

and .tilitary personnel and equipment for long periods of the. First, con- 

sideration should be given to planning for the most favorable period of the 

yaa~, January - April. Secondly, all participating programs such as sarr,pling, 

photography and scientific diagnosis must be made aware of the fact that ti- 

position of individual weather requirements can eventually create an insol- 

vsble problem. It is vital, therefore, that demands be held to a mini~uzz. 

In this re,c.. zt, all efforts should be extended to sirrplify the cloud ~a;!?- 

ling problem. Finally, an effort should be made to schedule ail shots not 

earlier than noon in order that weather reconnaissance aircraft nay be ef- 

fectively employed during the forenoon hours in fornulating the final comand 

decision, especially with respect to weather in the local area. 

27. Radiological. Safety. (See Appendix S). 

23. Docmentary Photography. Operation I‘VY was docmented by the uti- 

lization of both still a.nd motion pictures depicting the scope and condtict 

of the operation. The notion picture fiL1 depicts on-site operations and 

those activities of ore-operational nature which were necessary to give it 

:::)yJer continuity. Lookout Lountain Laboratory (ILL), ah Air Force orgaai- 

sation, fulfilled all the fil;a reouirerents and functioned as the docucen- 

tary photographic unit of Task Group 132.1. 

29. Official Observers 

a. As a result of the difficult’ ias experienced by previous tas1: 

forc;3 :-ILth t:hair resbective off Fcial obsarvar pro grzs, it :.as hooed t!::t 

t,:-: Y!‘“;:‘.:.. __ fr,- I’,‘i ,,;<-ld or:c’_ur>a t:;o of tha i;.ost soriouj pitfalls, r.-::._3_;-, 

LL,.. _. _.I_ 2. 2.x: :_:.y 0; cff<sl-i; c’~je,-;.~~J too lat.2 to :.2.-e ~d~27.oitc _ ‘i .,r233r~: 5 i ,:.:3 

-_ : _: cr:.:.::..: z . ..-. ..c. i _ :. 
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t +,ited principals but adi:in-~ {ctrative or officer assistants. In 5?1:% ,of 

.:L.. oLanning it was not possible to secl~e firm lists of nominations fro:1 . 

r II_ J ..c 1 SC agencies. Also, similar to past experience, not all the princi- 

.,: _ ,, .AJ invited could make the trip with the result that assistants xere desiz- 

ns:ed as the official observers. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
b. The official observer program in the forward area included in- 

spections of the shot island, the MIKE device and related instrumentation as 

;;eLl as briefings regarding Army, Navy and Air Force operations and partici- 

pation in the scientific programs. 

c. Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced during IVY and by 

previous task forces, it still appears a sound concept to attempt to secure 

the names of the nominated observers well in advance of the event so that 

planning may proceed on an orderly and timely basis. Efforts should be ex- 

@ 
tended to insure the participation on a need-to-know basis of the very 

important people nobated and not their administrative assistants. 

d. It is clear that the Task Force must accept the responsibility 

for the conduct of the official observer program as it is futile to attempt 

to have any other agency assume this responsibility. The Task Force can 

best recommend the number of observers who can be accommodated with the 

availabie facilities, the schedule of orientation, the transportation invol- 

ved and the housekeeping required as well as the handling of all the pre- 

lin3nary arrangements. 

3G. Hostile Action Alert Plans. CJTF 132 was charged by the Commander 

in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) with the responsibility for security of the 

Eni~~etoic Atoll area. During the absence of CJTF 132 fro.7 the forward area 

during the planning phase of IVY, the Commander, Army Task Gmup, as Atoll 

Corzmander, Eniwetok, discharged this responsibility. Hostile action alert 

plans during the pre-operational phase took cognizance of the probabilitir 

that direct enemy interest in the Eniwetok area would more likely manifest 

9 

itself during the operationaL phase when sensitive materials irere present 

and critical operations zere underway. However, during the pre-operational 

?or!.od 511 military personnel of the Garrison Forts (TG 132.2 Service troop 

ele::.nts , auaronted by scali i;avy znd Air Force detachments) dare trained -.z 

a ,:roL.?1 dZf-Jr;e force. T:he r,aclel.ts of this fsrce :as a :rs'bile, cx..o2h;- 

-?;- 

.? : 
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i L .? ,,nit capable of rapid employznt against an enemy reconnaissance lx.dir.2, 

I. ;Llj3ta;e effort or limited ground attack. During the operational phase, 

r-.-r)'- provided Navy forces consisting of an escort aircraft carrier, six __a._. II" 

?i.D fighter aircraft, four TB;IL aircraft, four destroyers, a P2V patrol squad- 

ran :nd an underwater detection unit for harbor defense. These forces pro- 

.lided adequate surveillance of the Eniwetok Danger area. 

SIG>;.& COXKlNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 
BEST AVAILAFWE COPY 

31. Introduction. Principal administrative communication facilities for 

JTC 1;~ consisted of a direct radio teletype circuit to Los Alamos, N.L;., 

and t0 the Army Primary Relay Station at Oahu from the Parry Island cormnuni- 

cations center, the latter of i*ich.served as a minor relay center in the 

Ar;;g Command and Administrative Netrvork. The control and keying of all cir- 

:D 

cuits sas at Headquarters, JTF 132, Parry Island, with transmitting and re- 

ceiving equipment on Eniwetok Island. When the command was .moved afloat for 

:..GE shot, communications equipment of the ESTES replaced the land based 

equipment which was closed during the period of operations. The lower power 

of the ship's transmitters made it necessary for Honolulu to take over the 

control of the Los Alamos direct circuit. The close proximity of so many 

relatively high p0i'Rr transmitters and such sensitive receivers as mere neces- 

sary for the operation generated considerable mutual interference. Ionos- 

pheric disturbances temporarily interrupted communications at infrequent 

periods of relatively short duration. The transfer of communications from 

lsnd based to water based and return was rehearsed several times to insure 

Slx3t:l operation. After LiIKE shot, administrative communications rer:lained 

land based. Xth the departure of Haadquarters, JTF 132, from the forward 

area, the control 0f all circuits reverted to CTG 132.2 on Eniwetok Island. 

32. Signal Security. The Sisal Security Detachlrent of Headquarters, 

JTF 132, monitored all Task Force circuits for security vjolations and for 

traffic analysis. Particular attention was given to voice radio circuits, 

Security violations which nere detected were handled in accordance ::ith 

e.xistin- TJ security regulations. 

33. Co.zznd Co:?_xnications. 

a. D~:rir:~ t.ha ore-ogerrtional p?r!od, c0,7~xricat,i0?; :"ere a;'?'?- 

. 
1!.7:.3' i ‘.., ;...,..c '\,.. in .;I:Y37zli:: '1. D;r:n; tl:e 0?5rztional period for !..I.:< L::;:, 



c;,:r..Llications v!ere converted to those shorn in d?per,di;: U. Y?.a ur;e of 'iis- 
, 

c ; n 0 Antennas enabled the AN/lRC to be used betrieen shore and ship r:it>lo,it 

reslxct to the heading of the ship. Extensive use nas .mde of SCR 503 

radio sets for COfmuniCatiOflS for transports and mall craft. For KIKG 

shot, operations were conducted from Parry Island. Headquarters, JTF 132, 

;uith the Joint OPerations Center, RadSafe Center and iieather Office, was 

reestablished ashore. &vement of communications facilities from ship to 

cilore was conducted in accordance with prior planning which proved sound in- 

asr;,uch as coamunications for KING were adequate and efficient. The Yieather 

Central and TG 132.2 were reestablished on Eniwetok Island, while TG 132.1 

;,as reestablished on Parry Island,and Headquarters, 132.3 remained in the 

PES;iXVA. The CIC Air Operations Center ?/as maintained aboard the F.STZS. 

Cessages routed over the long haul commurLcations channels suffered some 

delay due to r&routing. Also, the time required in the comunications cen- 

ter for encrypting messages appeared excessive. 

b. It appears that the wide separation between CJTF 132 and CTG 

132.4 rras detrimental to cohesive staff action, lovrered the administrative 

ar,d operational efficiency of the Task Force and contributed to sec.xity vio- 

lations due to the exchange of planning infomation over the air. It is 

f%urther concluded that the operation of the Task Force afloat was less ef- 

ficient than it would have been had the facilities been. established ashore, 

3 
This was due to the wide dispersion of JTF 132 Staff personnel among the 

4 several ships, the inclusion of scientific personnel in the crowded quarters 

afloat, the congestion of operatin g facilities and the radio interference 

generated by the close proximity of the .m.zrous relatively high powered 

transmitters and sensitive receivers. It is also concluded that more space 

shmld be provided ashore for cryptographic and commications center faci- 

lities. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

34. Scientific Electronics. The various scientific projects engineered 
their om conmuhications facilities utilizing frequencies assighed through 

Headquarters, JTF 132. There nere no reported failures of these facilities 

and interference to the.3 xas negligible. 

I. < ‘. : . . s 
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,,-,:l-,:ent, on Parr;y and 3niwetoP Islands. During Xl5 shot these facili.ti:es 

.._~e o?orated unattended. 

35. Firing Circuits. Firing circuits were installed and operated b;J 

Prosram 10 personnel as previously described. 

37. Tirr.inm Signal 1!et. Local time signals to aircraft and scientific 

projects were broadcast by Headquarters, TG 132.1, on 126.18 tics. Headquar- 

ters, JTF 132, nonitored, recorded arid relayed these signals to each of the 

r:ajor ships. These signals were then disseminated over the general amoun- 

cing systems of these Ships. Long range timing signals were broadcast over 

txo frequencies simultaneously by Headquarters, JTF 132. The circuit xas 

):e;ed by the automatic keying device known as ARPACAS and xas relayed by 

IJSiUcpiC employing a 15 XIV transmitter at Honolulu. The output of the Lay 

transaiiter was beaned toward San Francisco and Alaska for ultinate receipt 

by using agencies. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
SECUXITY, INTELLIGEBCE AND PUBLIC INFOMATION 

38. Security 

a. Security for operation IVY %as mintained in accordance .;.ith 

applicable AEC and DOD regulations and directives. Fourteen Security i-t- 

ters were published by Headquarters, JTF 132, to provide specific icst:uc- 

tions for the Task Groups in such natters as personnel clearance, ssclxitg 

indoctrination, badge identification and security couriers. All person.-1 

xho required access to RESTRICTED DATA from AEC contractors were processed 

for "4" clearances. All other members of the Task Force were processed for 

ildtional Agency Check clearances. The CJTF 132 was not authorized to i_;+se 

censorship of personal nail. However, self-censorship aas stressed through- 

out the entire operation. 

b. Coordination was maintained with the FBI, CIC, CID, GSI &?d C;iI 

io all SPARS in which elements of the Task Force ooerated. Security cLah5 

for such activities as the shipment of nuclear material to and f-09 the for- 

:m-d area involved all of the above agencies as well as military protcct!;~ 

provided by CIXPAC a,d JTF 132; 

c. Three inst axes involving 

(1) Or, 1 ;:c-;e:.'&r 1352, a 

*;1.:;,.. 'I.:- ??,d *ctcr.at ;>,o of :.:I.:;: -. : 2 9 

.I CA 



s_;,;; Dii;TTD SXAIXS (TAP-1J). Though t!-le reasons u_cdsrl:/in~;, tile breach of 

s3c.xity are not clear-cut, It was not intsnded that any ;aessage relzt:h,; to 

test programs be sent from transports to destinations outside the area. 

:J,o:,:eve r , this was dohe through error by the officer in charge of a test pro- 

gram BEST AVAILARLE CQPY 
(2) There were sixteen separate newspaper accounts describing 

:x:KE sbt. These “eyewitness” accounts derived from letters written by per- 

sonnel in the fomard area to friends, relatives or families. All personnel, 

Rho have been identified, have admitted they were tidoctricated in security 

precautions and self-censorship. Censorship of personal irail was studied 

duricg the planning phase of operation IVi and was not used for a number of 

reasons peculiar to the nature of the Task Force and its mission. Primarily, 

considerations nere logistical and legal. The logistical aspects of the 

operation demnded that personnel be returned to rear areas by increments 

both before and immediately after each shot. After departing the foraard 

area the personnel comprising these increments would seldom remin under Task 

Force administration or operational control nor be subject to Task Force 

censorship. Such an absence of tie meam for consistent control over person- 

nel ‘;:ould, in a large seasure, serve to defeat the intent of any censorshi? 

regulations which clight have been applied, the net effect being merely a 

delay in the opportunity to send an uncensored letter. .Yiith respect to the 

legal aspects of censorsh-‘cp, it should be noted that peacetime censorship 

of personal nail cannot be established except by the President or Secretary 

of Defense. Considering the unusual status within the Task Force organica- 

tion of the zany civilians - both scientific and contractor - coirplete Task 

Force censorship for civilians could have been established only through re- 

course to special legislative action. It is doubtful if this could have 

been secured. Censorship of personal mail in previous atofnic test operations 

overseas nas never been applied nor was it bein; used in Korea. If it had 

been established for operation IVY, it ::a3 felt in r~ny quarters th?t it 

isould have invited attention to the operation in such a manner as to icdi- 

cate that special signif icancc :~as attached LO JTF 13.2 activities, sue:\ 

ctter( ti_on ;:,i;:~t r,ossibly hi;hli$.t t:le ErL~eto!c tests in a iamtr Cchsi:Zrsd 

!I_-.’ ! 2 3 ;_ ,” _ ‘,I? clnd incrp.si;t lnt :.ith .,Z public ir,^.ouhcer:.entz. c $3 r! 5 : I- 2 h 1 
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:._-i. “t .il;::-3;D ~~r_~~~xie:.:~nt i,.:edi?tely after each test 7,ould rc::c:‘c tha 

2~.~l~e:.;el;~ difficult problem of trying to keep from public kno.;lledge un_ 

:-tnori:ed inform ation of the fact that a test had occurred. 

(3) A briefcase containing information classified up to and 

including SECRET-RZSTRICTZD DATA-S%CURiTY INFCRLATICN :;as left in the 

,zfficers’ auarters at Fort de Russy, T.R., by a member of the Scientific 

Task Croup. The incident became known to the press in Hawaii and caused 

considerable undesirable press cor<uaent. The briefcase was 

have been in military custody at all times until delivered 

ties. 
(4) All instances related above are presently 

tion by the Service agency concerned, the FBI and the ARC. 

39. Intelligence 

determined to 

to A.FiC authori- 

under investiga- 

a. Intelligence sumDries, as v:ell as estimates and comments re- 

czived from intelligence departments and Service agencies, were evaluated 

and collated so as to determine their effect upon the plans and operations 

of the Joint Task Force. 

b. Contact reports in the forward area received immediate evalua- 

tion. None of the several reports received were determined to have derived 

from an enemy source. 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

40. Public Informat ion 

a. The public information policy was tempered by the realization 

trat the IVY tests would exert greater impact upon United States foreign and 

domestic policies than previous tests. Consequently, the policy as resolvsd 

by the Lational Security Council called for a minimum of public reporting on 

the tests. This reporting vias to be Li.:ited to one brief announcement after 

the tests in addition to the two brief pre-test announceirents on the organi- 

zation and timing. 

b. Prior to receipt of the National Security Council decision on 

the ?ublic Information Plan for opemtion IVY, the CJTF recoczended to th- 

:> Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, Executive Agent, that an AZC-DDD an?ounce:.,ent os 

r;;.dc i:1-:,ediatoly after each shot. T::o reasons appsared pertinent at that 

t :. .‘? . tirzt ) .~5rs’:nne!. L-, 13r,e nu!:.ke~s ::ocld be releas-d for :‘aturn to -.?.c 

ZI 1. _ > :i 
-'.--UC_" t-1.v -Fisr :..I.:;: 3.'.;t, th?:?b)7 Lp.~-?ssip~z tT.2 _'.msar ,Jz _ -> n'. I, _.."I__L -1 

a;?'_ ~'..3".~~ -‘<;T.);?,;?- L' , -.,: 7;:2ilc. S :c~.KiL~, If t!?3 :,r.‘:73 l.:ar.r.ci of ;::+ ,, .. 
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?rior t,o final annocince:.sr;t, the Corzander, his Dootitics In-i i.i -h ran’cir, 

ooscrvers would be constantly beseiged for staterxnts. Sub_,ec.a-_?t evzr.:s 

hi.;e proven the desirability of an official announc.z;:.sht after each shot. 

&;ISTiC3 

41. Transportation 

a. Shortly after activation of the Task Force, CII:C?AC published 

directives outlining broad policies arri procedures for control of LiATS air- 

lift and LU_i.tary Sea Transportation Service (LISTS) surface transportation 

allocated for JTF 132 use. Personnel and cargo space requirements via air 

and surface were submitted by the task groups, including AEC and its con- 

tractor, to CJTF 132 for screening, consolidation and submission through nor- 

mal channels to the Executive Agent. 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

b. Shipment of personnel and equipment from the ;liest Coast to the 

forward area and return was accomplished primarily by LATS aircraft and I.STS 

ships, exceptions being shipuents via vessels of the Naval Task Group, air- 

craft assigned to the Navy and Air Force Task Groups and Special Xissions. 

Special Air Liission (SAM) flights were requested for key Staff personnel, 

VIPs, raturn of radiological samples and critical priority material. 

c. Phasing of personnel to the forward area began in Karch 1952, 

and %as completed in October. Shipment of supplies and equipment proceeded 

on a continuous basis. The required types of equipment-presented a problem 

in that more deck stowage was necessary than was normally available and ves- 

sels calling at Eniwetok Atoll had to be self-sustaining inasmuch as heavy 

lifts could be discharged only when adequate ship’s gear was available. 

d. To facilitate and expedite the processing and :.lovement of Task 

Force personnel ati equipment through transshipment points, liaison officers 

=re stationed at Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California; Travis AFB, 

California; Hickam AFB, Oahu, T.H.; and a Lovement Control Agency which ;1as 

established at the Naval Station, Knajalein Island, L.1. (~!~1VSTALAJ). The 

thrae liaison officers first noted above were further designated as :.:ove;:.ant 

Control Agents to insure that security policies were carried out in accordance 

:;ith rVIiX?AC, instructions. 

e. During operation IVY co::e 157 vessels :rere e.mployed to tran3- 

+ort 2,652 .“‘^.‘” _J.,_nsrs and ii,,:.47 ;..snsurc-znt tons 31’ :.+st 4.r.;: -315tboL71 
- 

L 
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c-,:‘.;s) L ‘. =.-elusive of persijrmcll ad c;i-ta cwr:, 1 -d in I:xvy Task G.-our, =k . dql;. .-i 

Ld;d of 12,235 passengers and 2,225 short tons of freight :iere airlifted 

.;.:st and eastbound. Appendti V indicates the nmber of personnel and tons 

of cargo :ioved by air and water transportation to and from the operational 

area. 
f. The transportation organization at Ehiwetok consisted of a 

~~211 Tort Command, a transportation stevedore company (less one platoon), 

a transportation truck company and a small EATS terminal detachment. 

g. Inter-atoll transportation was provided between Eniwetok and 

crajalein Atolls and the weather islands of Bikini, Ponape, Kusaie and 

Lajuro. This service was provided by the CSS LST 836, the USS OAK HILL 

(ISD 7), two 

Task Group. 

h. 

aircraft and 

:ras based on 

PBL5As of the Navy Task Group and four C-479 of the Air Force 

Intra-atoll transportation consis ted of smll craft, liaison 

helicopters. The requirenent and utilization of 'this equipment 

essential operational needs only. Appendix W shows the perfor- 

.xnce data on this type of transportation for the mnths of July through 

I!oV:erzer 1952. 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

42. Shot Phase Evacuation 

a. Preliminary planning for operation IVY envisaged the evacuation 

of all personnel and mvable equipmnt from Eniwetok Atoll prior to LL:IiCE 

shot. Based on a later evaluation of probable shot effects, this concept 

was revised to cover all personnel and only equipmnt of a delicate or cost- 

ly nature. 

b. To accomplish this mission, an Evacuation Cofmittee was estab- 

lished, cor,tposed of designated representatives from each element of the Task 

Force . The cormittee formulated the evacuation policies and procedures and 

mnitond the execution thereof. Some of the major problem confronting the 

comittee were the loading and sto;?age of equip,nent; i?avement of personnel 

and e;ui.p.xent fron the northern islands to Eniwetok or Parry Islands: secu- 

ring of vehicles, sn&_l craft and drcraft against possible da.TaSe; coordir.a- 

ttig the mve::ent of evacuation craft; establishing comunications fro:2 

shore to ship and bet;,eeh ~;essels; 2nd the rehearsal, .XtUal e:?.bLr!SttiOn, 

‘>_?i,>i-, A?(! ,,.I 
_I 1 .J;‘,c!rlI:; cf a-2rscr.nel 2’2,xd s:hi.7s. 

c. T::? e;;?.z:-.i’_sn iqroc.~sl;d :; oL?^nned, co..::ar.ai::j 1:,X bo:::, '17 
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l._!; days. lipprod:natelY 3,031; personnel :‘:ere 1).!hcua ted to eleven ;:a;.:1 ‘/es- 

sels, including tr:o LSTS transports. Fifty percent of this nu.!ber xere 

c:..by.r.::ed by 1800 hours on !.I-2 days and tte rer.EiniAng personnel i7era aboard 

by 2=CO hours on X-1 day. All vessels proceeded to sea on schedule. Reen- 

trY into the atoll corar.enced on !.$l day and was handled as expeditiously as 

facilities ashore became available. All personnel yrere debarked by $4 da;rs. 

43. SUOPlY 

a. Supply support of operation IVY was divided into two distinct 

but concurrent phases. One phase covered 

ning and training in the ZI and the other 

the forward area. 

b. In the ZI, nor& support of 

the period of organization, plan- 

entailed the supply build-up in 

the military elements of the Task 

Force l:ras provided by the respective Services through the appropriate field 

coa%nders ,;lhile support of A!32 elements was provided by LASL and associated 

activities. 

c. In the forward area, military elements were provided r0uti.r.s 

support by ZI activities with the exception of FCL sqoplies. The Ar:Y Task 

Group xs supported by the Overseas Supply Division, San Francisco Port of 

Zrrioarkation (SFPE) j the Navy Task Group by Naval Supply Center (IiSC) , 

Oakland, California; and the Air Force Task Group by Sacramento Air Latercal 

Area (SUMA), SacrBmBnto, California. Emergency support was provided by 

KjA.RPAC, CO~ERVPAC and Hickan AFB. The AEC elements in the forward area 

were supported in the sane manner as in the ZI, utilizing military port and 

shipping facilities. All PCL support in the forward area was provided by 

Com=nder, Service Forces, Pacific Fleet (CO%SSERVPAC). 

d. Technical and non-standard items peculiar to operation Wi 

‘?iere o’otained from commercial, AEC or Service sources by special arrange- 

cents in each instance. B&T AVAILABLE COPY 
e. No major proble,ms of conseqaence ‘were encounterea in the su:?- 

ply of the Task Force with the exception of the usual difficulties encsiLl’.er- 

ed in the fulfilbent of late requirenents. There :ras considerable dell;: 1~. 

ObtainiflG certain iter.:s of Air Force techrical equipaent due to the ir.:i+ 

o?lac;’ of the preccdcnce i-a.tL7,1,- initially assigned b; F!eadquaz-ten, US.3. 

‘r>-LE :‘i.;‘d.tzd in do?>/ery of large .;~:*nt.itizs of e ;ligxznt 2nd 5?2723 i., : .? 



,;?:,_ ^,a25t lat.3 in tha o;c~aLio,sc~l Iahase ::hich, in +uTn, resulted in he?-,/:" 

L;r;i:t rcquire;.lents to ..3et Opera tional dates in the fsward area. 

;A. Eosoitalization, Svacuation and Sanitation 

a. Xedical facilities and procedures in the fonrard area were 

:ldcq,:atte. All elnergencies xere met yrithout difficulty and facilities could 

have been readily expanded in the event of an epide:!ic or catastrophe. 

Gases requiring lengthy hospitalization and those which could not be proper- 

ly treated in the forward area were evacuated by air to Tripler General Hos- 

pital, tlonolulu, T.H. During the operational phasa fourtean patients Yi9r8 

evacuated. 

b. Sanitation in the forward area was maintained at a high standard 

by c -:tinuous liaison and close cooperation between the medical authorities 

snd LE operating activities. 

c. The health of the wrmzand was superior. Personnel in hospital 

or on quarters StatUS never exceeded 0.4% of total strength and average be- 

t:;een 0.2% and 0.3%. 

‘45. LaintenanC8 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

a. Maintenance of tk fixed plant in the fon%>ard area nas a rs- 

sponsibility of AJ3G on Eniwetok Atoll and COLXABTAK?iAJ on Kwajalein Island. 

Due to prior mutual agree@nt with AEC and with COLNAVSTA!WAJ, no pmbleas 

Cf COnSeqU8nCe were encoUntered. 

b. Organizational and field maintenance of Air Force aircraft in 

the forward area was the responsibility of CE 132.4. There were eighty Air 

Force aircraft (eighteen different types) based at Eniwetok and K:uajalein 

d,uring the operation. Maintenance at Kwajalein posed a definite problem due 

to the large number of aircraft (fifty-nine), the divers8 types (fifteen) 

and the limited facilities and equipment. The establishment of a central 

-aintensnce control system proved effective in mintizing this ,orobl.en 5.; 

integrating and coordinating the activities of all Air FOrC8 maintenance 

units and detachments based at Knajalein. I!o difficlrlties of conseo_Uence 

:'::rc e::p-rienced pith the three types of light aircraft based at i?&?ets::. 

Prior to the operational phase, hozrever, critical dela; XLS es?-rienccd In 

ti.2 roti_:! fro:,?, Over:lu' ^L in t!.s ZI of ensnes, pro?; ani car31r~tors ior L-l.3 

-. 
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Uldcr the supervision of CTG 152.3. L:cii?tcnance of Naval patrol aircraft 

ba5+d at i(wajaLei.n ~was coordinated by CTS 132.3 utiiizi.,x facilities Pro:'i_ 

de? by C&X.VSTZ;!AJ. 

c. Naval small craft rdere mintained by the OAK HILL undsr the 

suoecvision of CTG 132.3. AEC small craft were mintained by the AEC con- 

trxtor. Scheduled maintenance insured adequate craft availability at all 

t irzes . 
d. Field maintenance of mtor vehicles was accomplished in central 

rotor pools located on Eniratok, Parry and Kaajalein Islands. The Enivietok 

facility was operated by TG 132.2 and the Parry facility by the AEC contrac- 

tor. The Kvrajalein maintenance pool was operated by COWAVSTAKWAJ tvith au@;- 

nentation personnel provided by CTG 132.4. 

e. Excess material retained in the forward area for use in subse- 

quent olcrations is being processed for tropical storage. It is anticipated 

that in-storage maintenance of materiel on Eniwetok Island will be difficult 
. 

due to the questionable condition of the Plorld Liar II buildings at that 

installation. 

PZUrIIEL AID ADUINISTRATION 

45. Personnel 

a. At the time JTF 132 was activated, a number of personnel were 

present in the Headquarters as members of JTF THREZ and needed only to be 

transferred to the nar organization to occupy similar positions on the JTP 

132 Staff: After activation, however, Headquarters, JTF 132, had to procure 

additional personnel to fill spaces established in T/Ds for both the Head- 

quarters and for the task groups in accordance with established Amy, Ke.vy 

and Air Force procedures. 

b. For morale purposes, and in addition to the normal welfare Ll,?d 

racreational activities, arrangerents were nade through CO&SERVPAC for USC 

shoJs to visit Eniwetok during non-operational periods. This activitv ie 

still in effect. BEST AVAlLABLE copy 

c. Civilian and crininal law enforcement for EniTletok Atoll \:zs 
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r,a5crvation of lmnd and fscii,ities :~as hot intendsd to affect tkc res,yonsi>i. 

!itiss of the High Co:..r.&sionar, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 

pcrt,aihin; to civil a??, criminal 1~ ehforce::snt as established by ths LTiXlS- 

fcr agree.Tent. After a conference beti;sen rqoresent atives of the De_oart::.cnt 

of Interior and the Task Force Headquarters, it VJBS agreed that the resnonsi- 

bility for civil and criminal law enforcerent at Enicetok was a function of 

the Department of Interior and the High Comissioner ‘:las authorized to depu- 

tize tno Helms & Marver employees as Deputy U.S. Marshals. 

d. The ceiling of twenty official observers of each IVY detonation 

ivas recommended by CJTF 132 and concurred in by the Executive Agent and A&‘. 

Gf the total number of spaces allocated, the De,partment of Defense and AEC 

each rz~sived ten spaces for each shot. The Executive Agent, through the 

office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3, Department of the Ar:.v, r.or.itor- 

ed the selection of official observers and CJTF 132 issued appropriate Ln- 

structions and guidance to DOD and kEC agencies, covering such matters as 

secvurity instructions, invitational travel orders and transportation. Ye 

official observer program in the forward area included inspection of ti,e 

shot sites, the device and related instrmentation and informtion regarding 

Army, Navy, Air Force ard Scientific operations and participation in the 

tests. 
e. In general, the personnel and administrative procedures of 

operation IVY were satisfactory and with a few ac!just.z.ents can be used for 

k$J 
fut,ure operations of this nature. 

FIIIANC UL BEST AVAILABLE coQy 
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l&7. Funding Operations. menses of conducting operation IVY ivsre 

shared by the Armed Forces and AEC in accordance with the fiscal and accoun- 

ti.hg principles en-rated in Annex K to J.C.S. 2179/15. All norrral opsra- 

tin:, expenses, such as pay, subsistence and medical care of personnel :‘lere 

borne by the three military departments and AEC utilizing reguLar1.y bGi;atcd 

fwds. Above non;al or “extra military” operatin; expenses kcident to 

Ar::ed Forces articipation were borne fron funds r?.ade available to the Tas4 

Force Cor:z.ander by the Secretary of Defense. Obligations qainst “?::tra 

!?Liitcrry” funds totaled .>2,931,135 as of 31 Decc!ber l$ j2 (see ip?cndL,: ::) . 

_. 
uL:-d;t a>cs of t7~ e”l=l scL?r’;fic L_ _A d. .LI y~.~:‘xs :‘:e:e x~recl b;- the hrr 22 

F J .r c 2 j : .i :‘%:,s: i .-, pc~3r~-_~*~^~ s:‘;- *_:*A., <z;__s 0; il~qL_.a3~t. .I __.. P:o;r.!..s 1, ^’ _:_ ? 
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1 7Te sponsored solely 0:’ XC -..ilile ProCrs::.s 7, c/ and 11 :.ere f,und-d ec.- 

5;re;;: by the Axed Porcea. Programs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 6 xere of ;oi>t 

i_.-.t::r,est Uld received financial support froln both major participants. 

il,lw,diu Y provides details of the Ar:.zed Forces financial support of the 

scientific progrws, which totaled j5,O4l,322 in obligations as of 31 DPCZI- 

ber 1952. Funding of the Armed Forces interest was through advance to the 

Task Force Commander fro3 the Emergency Fund of the Secretary of Defense, 

utilizing the appropriation Research and Development, Army, as provided by 

lax, and based upon reCo:xendations sukitted by the Chief, Armed Forces 

Special \/capons Project (AFS#) and approved by the Chairpa, Research and . 

Development Board, Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense, Comptroller. 

43. sAccounting. A cost system was placed in effect in compliance 

with the provisions of Public Las 216, BLst Congress. Inasmuch as neit:lor _& 

the xilitary departments nor AEC utilized a cost system which could easily 

be adopted in its entirety for this operation, a r.:odified system :las estab- 

lished which accounted for the total cost of the operation by operating and 

cosital costs, by test programs and projects, by departments and by task 

groups. This modified system, although patterned somewhat. along the lines 

of the cost reporting system used by the Air Force, was a corqro:Lise betxeen 

established Service cost accounting systems; the system utilized by .J..EC; &cd 

the ulttiate system desirable for joint operations, which only time and fu- 

ture experience can produce. The total reported costs of operation IVY 

xlounted to $65.9 million as of 31 Decer;ber 1952. This figure has csr?,orised 

of .L49.7 million operatini; costs and $16.2 kllion capital costs. Of the 

total reported costs, $34.9 rdllion .oas borne by AZC and $31.3 million by 

the Departrlent of Defense. See Appendix Z. 

49. Reportin< and Graphic Procedures. A reports control s<istem ::a; -- .- -- 

operated to facilitate the timely and econoxical submission of all reports 

to t he f!eadquarte rs . A statistical file ::as xaintained of selected repzr;s 

:‘hlCb enabled the Task Force Co:.lLptroLLer to present Sraphicslly tid .oc:bli.~h 

~‘2~~o~iC-llly control docu.:ents for the co:::._and, 
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(1) History of Operation IVY, one volume. 

(2) Technical Report on Comxnications, Operation IVY, one 

(3) Technical Reports on Scientific Projects, Operation IVY, 

fifty-four volumes. 

b. The History, the Communications report, and the Security, 

Intelligence and Public Information report are scheduled for publication and 

distribution by early Spring, 1953. The majority of the scientific projects 

reports are scheduled for submission to editing agencies during the Spring 

and Saner of 1953. Final publication and distribution dates are relatively 

indeterminate at this tixe. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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APP3I:DIX A 

0 

PRCC-Gi 1: RADIC'.-X'ISTRY 

1. proqect 1 1 . - Yield I'easurenents (!!IE-UK) (EC) 

a. Object 

(1) Any experimental program built around an atomic detonation 

is clearly dependent upon post-shot yield knowledge. Regardless of :'Ihether 

the weapon or device is a stockpile model or a radical new design, its 

actual yield is essential to the theoretician. 

(2) This experiment is concerned with the radioche.mistry 

analysis of post-shot radioactive samples, the only absolute method of 

efficiency determination available at present. 

b. Met hod 

(1) For fission 

and the nuclear efficiency of 

dients of its core, is rather 

of energy principles) related 

shots, the energy released by an explosion 

the bomb in utilizing the most valuable in,qe- 

directly (by means of established conservation 

to the number of fissions which take place 

during the explosion. In order to get the number of fissions occuring in 

the bo.nb or device during detonation, one recovers a sample (see the dis- 

cussion of Project 1.3) representing some small fraction of the bo.mb or 

device and determines the number of fissions which took place in the 

material represented by'the sample. This quantity is arrived at by radio- 

chemical analysis to determine the efficiency from the ratio of fissioned 

to unfissioned active material or to examine one of the active products of 

nuclear fission. In the latter case, the radioactivity of such a product 

at an-v J given time after the explosion is proportional to the cwber of 

fissions which have taken place, and the constant of proportionalit-/ is 

capable of laboratory determination. 

._ ,-- .. _; !2) For f~s&,&_.t&e_problems are esentially the sa.:s 

but sone?rhat more complex in detail. For present purposes, it is a>_?ff;mi~n+ 

Cl to state that the VIIQZ shot yield will b- 0 detemmined in the following 

naxer, if pseible: BEST AVAILABLE copy 
(a) The fission yield ,:ill be detormincd by t::e cz',boZ 



deter+n2t10n of the rxutror:-ir:Llx5i ect~v~t~~ Ol aTop:rly collec’,ea r?.:j . 1 2. :1 r; 

P~rti~~12t- smoles - . > this ectivit-7 being theoreticamy related to the t3tal 

nu+er of neutrons arisin g fro.3 all nuclear processes. From t:he total 

population, that portion due to the fissions ail1 be subtracted. The re- 

rr.air.ing population will be theoretically related to the energy released by 

the thermonuclear reaction. 

(c) The sum of the fission and fusion yield C.11 give 

the total enera release. 

c. Results 

(1) MIKE Shot 

.(2) KING Shot F 

(a) Prelininary yield estimates have been cade on the 

basis of total uranium analysis on tvm samples and by U235 analysis on fcur 

.Xlples. The following assuTotionn were ==de in c c __._______ ..-, 

fron U235, 
_ ,gST AVAILABLE -he results 



a. Object 

This project ~:as designed to docment various processes of the 

detonation, using the following techniques. Selected amounts of various 

substacces are included in, or placed in the kmediate vicinity of the 

device. These substances have little or nothing to do with the primate 

nuclear processes of the explosion, but serve only as reinote indicating 

"tracers" . The existence of a tracer substance in or near the exploding 

device is assurance that such a tracer will be bo;nbarded with neutrons ar.d 

gama rays. If the substance has been properly selected, and if the tracer 

has been located sufficiently near the device to be thoroughly mixed ?rith 

the device debris, such a bombardrrent will result in easily detectable 

activity in every sample subsequently analyzed. Hence, careful positioning 

of tracer substances can furnish information as to the detailed action of 

Cofie Farticular portion or co.a!ponent oi the device design. 

b. Kethod 6~s~ AVAILABLE copy 
The experimntal procedures involved are essentially the 

laboratory analysis techniques used on smples taken from the atomic cloud. 

c. Results - MIKE Shot 

3 
The complete results of this project are not available at this 

tine. Continuing studies are in progress to gather, by this method, diag- 

nCSt,iC infomation as to the detailed themonuclear processes of the device 

during the detonation period. T'nese studies are inter-related T;.-itt efficiency 

3. ?ro,ject 1.3 - Cloud Ssmlinin9 (:YIE - KI?!G) ( 

This project was designed to collect appropriate sables of the 

ato.mic cloud , prl:?arily in support of the radiochekcal studies of FroJects 

1.1 a::d 1.2. TY:c project .;;a; corsidsrably co.+icrtcd 5~ t:7 seec'Fic?.tls:s 

f2r ,t.- !'2d.?~...-:+~ ? s~.;~.~lell, y.c. -2;;. ricir.w nc;cpt2bls s.h.:-siC?l_ si,zc, ab:.e?.,:r: 

<;_' ri i-7i:: tlz.2 L:,zi r - c2llcc~l3:: cc,.! ski: .:ent, cLfficierc- cC r.:.:,lclr 

, ,, 



a_,-t,+.;ity and availabilit:; for relativel:r i.7mediat.c reco.ier-- and delk;e:-l- t,o 

t.:.e Laboratory for analysis. 

b. :.!ethod 

(1) Sdxteen F-84G's, manned samplin g aircraft, aere raintair.ed 

on Ev;sjalein in order that a minimum of ti:elve could be operational for ezch 

shot. A total of twelve filter samples were considered essential for the 

analysis required by projects 1.1 and 1.2. Wo papers from a given aircraft 

constituted a single sarople. Since these carriers were required to have a 

flight capability of five hours, ten inflight refueling tankers were min- 

tained (also on Kwajalein) for support purposes. One ~-36 and one B-29 

were used as prdmary and alternate operational air command posts, or traffic 

controllers for the project. 

(2) Sampling devices and associated equipment installed on 

t! 2 F-84G aircraft consisted of the following: 

(a) A filter was installed in the forward section of 

each wing tip tank - the filter paper area in each case being approximately 

one square foot. The filter mouth was supplied with a shutter which could 

be opened or closed by the pilot to preclude the possibility of rain washing 

the paper. 

(b) A snap sampler (consisting of a poly-ethylene bag Ln 

a metal case, with a valve controlled inlet probe) wasmounted in the nose 

of the aircraft. 

(c) An ionization chamber was mounted in the right tip 

tsnk filtering unit - to act as the detector for a dose rate meter in the 

cock-pit. This meter gave the pilot an indication of particulate sample 

strength Collected. BEST AVAILABLE Copy 
(d) A second intensity rate meter, with its associated 

J"e"-e-.. . ..-- -r-.-l.,,4 i- +kp -*"I,,;+ mi= meter wave a direct reading of 

dose rate to which the pilot was subjected at a given time. 

(e) A total-dose meter was also nounted in the coci--it 

to give the pilot a direct indication of hog many roentgens of gala ha had 

received. 

(3) At zero tir;.e, t:;o of the spars F-8&G's were in the shot 

a:41 - :c;.-1;- t; pzrfor: r2ccnrdsaance es reTtired to est?Slish: 



(c) Lo:iest altitude at which a useful radiation intensity 

:‘izs present. 

Th.is information was relayed to the control aircraft, and was used to 

deterTine proper take off times and flight altitudes for the twelve camiers. 

(4) A much larger component of "soft" gamma radiation was 

expected to be present in the cloud radiation flux from MIKE shot than one 

would expect from %ormal" detonations. Fortunately, much of this soft com- 

ponent was about 70 kev in energy and could be "screened out" by a relatively 

thin layer of an absorbing material such as lead. The pilot was therefore 

shielded by a protective gown of lead impregnated glass fabric to reduce 

the soft component by a factor of about four. 

(5) To protect the carrier pilot from ingestion of radioactive 

naterial, adequate precautions were taken to filter any air that entered 

the pressurized compartment. 

c. Results 

(1) PLIKE Shot 

(a) Twelve samples were obtained by the F-d& aircraft, 

including the two used for early recornaissance. Aircraft operated in three 

flights of four aircraft each. 

(b) Samples obtained by the first flight, as r:el_l as one 

saple from the second flight, were each approxir?ately the size predicted 

and ::ere satisfactory for yield determination. TV:O samples of the seccnci 

flight and the four samples from the third flight were approxirately one- 

third of the size of the best four and were satisfactory for the purpose 

of ratio and detector studies. These samples ware from five to ten tirres 

__,,_____ “,,~,, “,wy j;. s. . . ..- ,(iC -. .- :, .I - -eri, i*:Gr’%l.. or. .;. 
I i liyj.- 

tations beyond the control of this project (Par. 3c (1) (g) belo:r). The 

tzo reconnaissance aircraft gave very small samples nhich zere useful for 

ratio c?.cc!:s. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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;zc‘cding the exceptions, the sscoles :';ei-e tal:en at altitudes betgeen /c2,czg 

to 44,000 feet v:hich YES in the region of the juncture bet?:een the upper 

toadstool and its stem. 

(d) Cnly the first flight aircraft approached the planned 

operational radiation exposures to pilots. Failure to attain the plar?r,ed 

exposure in the other flights is reflected in the lower sample sizes which 

they obtained. The first flight exposures were in the 3 to 4 r level, the 

second flight in the 0.5 to 1 r level, and the third flight in the 0.2 to 

0.4 r level. Because the aircraft had been carefully hand-polished, the 

cockpit background was very much lower than expected. The total radiation 

exposures were approximately 40% less than had been anticipated. In vie:r 

of the fact that these aircraft saw radiation intensities in excess of 530 

r/hr, the low exposures achieved by the first flight should be considered a 

testimony to the skill of its pilots. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
(e) Use of the shielded flight clothing b:r the first 

flight apparently gave about a four to five-fold reduction in radiation ex- 

posures. The effect did not appear to be significant for the second fliglrt, 

although for the third flight there again appeared to be a significant 
protection. The protection afforded the first flight apparently corres;onds 

to evidence that a considerable fraction of the radiation flux in the cloud 

during this flight's penetrations was due to the decay of U239 which gives 

a 73 kev gamma ray. This evidence was gained from an analysis of the decay 

rate of reported peak radiation intensities in the cloud. 

(f) The Vi% burst formed an upper cloud about 1CO miles 

in diameter with a stem in the center approximately thirty miles in diameter. 

A -c;hite vaporous undercloud, forming a collar around the stem, was present 

and. had a diameter about the same as the upper cloud. It eras initiallly 

tangent to the upper cloud at the juncture of the stem with the u-rer clo7A 

(45,003,feet) but during the course o f ths day appeared to subside to about 

40,CCO feet. Several projecting fingers :rere present in the neis:.borhocd 

of thz juncture of tk:e stem and upper cloud, and SOCB of the SECI.D~~P.~ ai?- 

crlf? :':3:: di;z:tc< ts ;2.:.$.- in tki3 r:gi;a. L'zIzr tkx? ii7JG13t3CiL5, 

t+s ?ltit,,::? r-r_for,-~:.ce Of t::e ?irOrZft 72.5 catisfactorv. Th Y c!'LX il.9 

a 1. &_ ‘, ; 3 ^ i L , , ..<! I,,.,, , - .,L. ., .-. .’ 7_ir:r;:i, :‘::z 45,C3C ;‘oet, i::!ic?:cC. .1:?n 7~3:: 

-. , -’ La-g* or 7,-c: y ,~,,~._,,.\_~ ‘.?.;:;A.; 



;- ~b.2 future to have about S,OCO feet _.. c..- additional ceiling capability, in 

oz-ier to sample well into the main body of the cloud. 

(g) Successful sampling requires that the duration of the 

sz::oling mission be limited not by the capabilities of the aircraft but by 

the ;rucimu.n allowable radiation exposure of the sampling crew. This condi- 

tion :'ras true only for the first flight, The unforeseen operational limita- 

tion in flight times mentioned above arose because the IFF blips from the 

sa~oling aircraft were obscured on the radar equipment in the control ~-29 

by cloudy weather which existed at the time of sampling. As a result, the 

san?le control B-36 was directed to fly farther from the main cloud mass than 

it should have been. Eventually the details of the cloud were lost to those 

in the ~-36; hence the sampling aircraft were required to fly excessively 

long distances to reach the cloud vicinity. They then had to conduct a 

cloud search as well as a sampling mission, although the former was to have 

been the function of the ~-36. After sampling, the aircraft then incurred 

the risk of running very low on fuel by having to return over a great distance 

to the refueling area. In view of these considerations, the F-8l+G aircraft 

in the second and third flights did not meet the requirement cay'oi1i.t:: of 

spending twu hours in the sampling area. 

(2) KING Shot BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

(a) As in IJIKE shot, cloud samples were obtained on VI;:; 

using manned F-84G sampling aircraft. The cloud structure was initially 

good for large samples, but rapidly dispersed due to strong wind shear at 

several altitudes. 

(b) Although somenhat smaller in absolute size than 

those collected during IZKE shot, the KlXG shot saT.ples should prove to be 

entirely adequate for the necessary radiochemical analysis. 

(c) The operational problems experienced during 1ZT :kQt 

were not present for this shot, prinarily because the weather at the reiu?l- 

ing altitude was very favorable.. The good samples obtained, in spite of 2::~ 

vfidely dissipated cloud, are a trib&e to the skill of the pilots of ti::e 

aircraft. The radiation e:rr,oswec; of tbs ss,z?lin~ pilots :':ere zl_l b.qL7.: 'i-9 

no-.? ~11 1L~it. 

1-7 



(IYOTE: The results of the program presented 
herein are very preliminary. Errors have 
been listed sufficiently large to take into 
account the rough status of the analysis; 
however, the ultknate accuracy of the experi- 
ments should be considerably better than 
indicated. On the basis of preliminary 
analysis, it appears that all experimental 
equipment functioned properly.) 

1. Project 2.la - Alpha of the Fission Phase (!InCE) (AX) 

a. Object 

71) Regardless of whether the desired thermonuclear reaction 

took place, it was important that infomation be available as to ho:7 the 

fission phase operated. To obtain such Lnformation, it was natural to 

fall back on the classical diagnostic measurements for fission rreapons, such 

as the measurenrent of alpha and yield. Since fission yield measurements 

::o.uLd be overshadowed in the presence of a large scale ther;r.onuclear reac- 

tion, it was necessary to rely upon the measure.ment of alpha as a prirary 

indication of the proper functionin; p of the fission aspect of the reaction. 

(2) Alpha may be defined as the logarithmic rate of rise of 

t?e fission reaction. Essentially it is a measure of the neutron cultipli- 

cation rate in the array - that is, a measure of the rate at which the 

fission chain reaction compounds itself. 

b. Method BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
Tine classical method of measuring alpha is an indirect one, 

involving the measurement of gamma ray fluxes. This is feasible since the 

number of ganma rays given off is proportional to the neutron population, 

which is in turn proportional to the number of fissions. Two scintillation 

detectors were placed outside the !TTIiE case and the signals from these 

detectors were fed by coaxial cable to a recording station 3,0C0 yards 

distant on the island of Bcgon. A permanent record was obtained br &ok- 

graphing the face of a recording oscilloscope. 

4 



BEST AVAlLAlBLE COPY 

T’ne method used herein is identical in principle to that out- 

lined for Froject 2.l-a. An air drop, however, precludes the use of 

detectors placed near the bomb case, The bomb was fired at some 5,700 

feet north of Station 250 on Runit Island, at an altitude of approximatel;r 

1,500 feet. The detectors were placed on the north end of Runit and their 

sigxls were piped through three-inch coaxial cabl.. = to recorders in Station 

250. F!ence, the nearest detectors were some 2,000 feet from the point of 

detonation. Additional detectors were placed near Station 250 in order that 

various portions of the intensity curve could be documented. The recorders 

for the latter l*mre also in Station 250 and various recording sensitivities 

were used to prevent gaps in the curve. 

c. Results - KIFG Shot 

3. prniect, 3 3 _ Timinn in +_I.._“;_-:-- Dhleo f:r=-u> 

a. Cbject 

Consistent with the idea of obtainin as much din;:satic 

inform:t',ion about the thcr.monuclear reaction as possible, 

. * 



b. !:ethod .-__ 

Appropriate gaz~a sigr.als r:ere tra-s&tted through a helium 

col=r~ 2r.d recorded on the Island of Bogon, 9,CO0 feet distant. 

c. Results - Yl?Z Shot 

4. 

a. Ob,ject 

, This experiment was a continuation of the diagnostic program 

for the IXE device. It was designed to document the rise of the fusion 

reaction in order that the theory upon which predictions of suck phenomena 

are based may be substantiated. 

b. Method 

The measurements for this project vrere made in a manner sk-&lar 

to rroject 2.2 ar.d recorded at the same station. 

- 13K!z Shot 

5. Pro.iect 2.4 - Propagation of tke Fusion Reaction (!!II'Z) (AX) 

a. Object 

Consistent ;vith the idea of obtaining a maximum amount of 

diagnostic information from LUKE shot, this experiment kas designed to 

measure the propagation of the fusion reaction throughout the device. 

b. !,!ethod 

The measurements for tiiis project vere made in a i?znner sinikr 

to Project 2.2 and recorded at the sak station. 

c. Results - i.!lW Shot 
BEST AVAlLABLE copy 



indicates the relative criticaliQ of the asserbled active co,~~onents 3; h.e, 

t>.e initiator is crushed. An abnormally long transit t:. 'Ce Day indicate psst- 

detonstion - that is, the iqlosion wave has been reflected fro_; the center 

of the configuration and is now in the process of disintegrating the bo;cb. 

The relative criticality is therefore low and the total enerz, released ~:ill 

be low. Conversely, an abnormally short transit tine indicates pre-detonation - 

that is, the implosion wave has not yet reached the center of the configuration 

and the density (and hence criticality) of the assembled 

yet reached the desired maximun. 

b. Xethod 

(1) The measurerent ;7as made by observing, 

components has not 

with the appropriate 

equip,aent, the duration of a modulated signal sent out bg a transmitter on 

the bo&o. The modulation was started by a voltage signal froc the X-unit 

load ring, and was cut off by gam from the nuclear reactio 

- - BEST AVAILABLE COi”y 
(2) Two small radio transmitters were installed vrithin the 

ballistic case of the weapon. The signals from these transnitters y:ero 

monitored by four receivers, two of which were located in each of the t:ro 

B-50 aircraft which accompanied the B-36 drop aircraft. The signals :iere 

keyed by the electrical impulse which fires the detonators, thus suPp1yLr.g 

the initial time to the receivers. The flood of gamma radiation, which 

acco.zpanies the start of a nuclear reaction, ionizes the air around the 

borrb and makes the transmission of radio signals impossible. Thus a pheno- 

menon (namely, the interruption of a signal) is observable at the receivers 

to indicate the end of the transit tine period. Both of these signal 

perturbations (the pulse and the interruption) and a tize index .iiere sup- 

plied to the vertical deflection plates of an oscilloscope and the results 

recorded by photography of the oscilloscope face. 

- KIFG Shot 

: 7. Proicct 2.6 - 'Penoerature 'Seasure.zent b:r Ibutron I -- .~T -7 A ) ( .kL ‘C)_ 
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PP.GGXX: 3: SCi‘i‘i'TZiC ?P3:3TcG3ASI-? 

(':OTE: Progra;n 3 is made up of those projects concerned 
with technical photography of the i.WZ device and its 
effects. The work was divided among three organizations. 
Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier, Inc., were responsible 
for that photography concerned with large-scale effects, 
ball-of-fire photograph-- to deter.mine yield, cloud rise 
and cloud motion, etc. Their xork also included photo- 
graphy for the blast program (Prog. 6) and in connection 
with timing and firing (Prog. 10). Lookout Zountain 
Laboratory was concerned vrith before and after photographs 
of the reef where the device was detonated. LASL-J-15 
Division was concerned with detailed photography of the 
very early stages for information about radiation flow 
down the channel, shock velocity in the steel case, etc.) 

1. Project 3.1 - Ball-of-Fire Yield (IIIKE - KING) (AEC) 

a. Ob.iect 

(1) The only available "absolute11 method of determin':g yield 

is that which involves radiochemical analysis of atomic debris. By an 

absolute method it is meant one vrhich ,&vas, as its final result, the yield 

of the weapon directly, rather than a number proportional to the yield. 

Tine existence of hydrodynasical scaling laws, however, has made several 

"relative" methods of yield measurement available. One of these makes use 

of the ball-of-fire diameter at early times. Ey a relative method, it is 

meant one which gives as its result a number which is proportional to yield. 

In this case the magnitude of the proportionality factor must be deduced 

from comparisons of ball-of-fire photography results with results of radio- 

chemical analysis methods. Such comparisons have been made on previous 

experimental programs, vtith the result that the above mentioned proportion- 

ality factor is well established for yields up to 100 KT. In addition, the 

G323GZ shot of GRKENMXJS!Z supplied one piece of evidence as to its size 

BEST AVAILA3LE COPY 

(2) A distinct advantage accrues in having complete and 

reliable irformmation as to the size of this factor over as yfide a range of 

yields as possible. Operational use of atomic xeapons *xi11 undoubtedl;- r?!:e 

iz_zzdi;te I-no::ledge of r:eapon yield imperative, thus precludin,- the UCP of 

ti:!e-consum5nC laboratory technique s of radiocheoical analysis; also, it 

._^. .__77 .*_,; .."A L_ L,".=;ljl;lC tu ~ollaot acclpt.xe bo:.b cle'drls 5x.3 _ les ti1 t;:2 

f?ce 2: en.?,:;i defense;. 3all_oi'-fira phcto;raphIr is ,a potezti?ll_:r fcc:1ble 

r _ _ CT ,_: .LA.~r.,m_z_~__i :. ,;*y.-:r, ,;F_‘_-l$. ;..I l,c!rl;- 2nf! -.lczr 22.v:8”.t i _I c 3 :. :, :_ t i c y - d* 
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b. “-thod :_.-_- 

(1) Eastr.an (200 frac:es/sec) and :.Ptchell (100 fraces/sec) 

.motior. picture cameras ':;ere op erated from appropriete positions to measure 

I b-2 ti.__s phenomena. 

(2) Rapatronic (single frame, with very fast exposure, at a 

defirite delayed the after zero) cameras r;we operated from photo to:rers. 

It is hoped that sufficient reliability can be built into the Rapatronic 

technique and that stificient confidence can be developed for the scaltig 

of its result, so that the Zastmans may be eventually discarded in favor 

of the Rapatronic for this measurement. An obvious decrease in the ccst 

and complexity of the experiment would result and evidence already exists 

to support the opinion that no accuracy would be sacrificed. 

c. Results 

(1) MIKE Shot 

(a) Sixteen Eastman cameras were used with 7% operating 

properly, 7 $ lacking velocity markers, and I..!+$ failing to run due to faulty 

contactors. The records are of excellent quality; however, the extremely 

10'7 surface brightness of the ball-of-fire at the time of minimum gave 

rather yieak images in this portion of the record. Twelve Rapatronics :;ere 

used, with 1% giving excellent pictures, 5% providing rather y:eak but 

usable records, 25% giving no images due to lack of light in the early 

stages of ball-of-fire growth, and 8$ failing entirely because of mectazi- 

cal shutter failure. One Mitchell camera operated lOC$, giving good images 

during the interval of ball-of-fire growth. These cameras riere located as 

follows - five on Engebi Island, t:,ro on the ESTES and the remainder on parry. 

(b) Preliminary measurements from one shipborne E2stzn 

camera and eight Rapatronic plates gave the yield as 12 zf 1 FT. The ball- 

nf-fire rrrnw+h 4s reorll*r and the outlines are smooth, so that film- 

measurement errors are believed to be small. 

(c) The time to the lig!lt minumum 1:~s 3C9 to 330 rzlli- 

seconds from Eastman cameras. 

(2) KIKG Shot 
BEST AVADLABLE copy 
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:';ere started late to co-per the possib,Flity of a long tires of fall. 

(b) Twelve Rapatronic cameras v:ere used and all sh.o.;:d 

i-?-Ps_ -..-;- Five Of tk.se (i!I the interval 0.1 to 10 .milliseconds) gave good 

neasurable images. Four others v:ere too weak to read and the remaining 

three sho?:ed clearly the ball-of-fire after shock separation and m&,kum 

ti.74. These latter v!ere interesting pictures and one proved useful for 

Project 3.8 (Burst Position), though they did not give information for Pro- 

ject 3.1. 

(c) Preliminary measurements from five Rapatronics and 

one Eastran in the time interval 0.1 to 90 milliseconds, show the yield to 

have been 570 f 30 Kl’. The ball-of-fire was perfectly spherical and 

resembled EASY shot of BUSTER in appearance. 

2. Project 3.2 - Cloud Phenomena (YIKE - KDTG) (ABC) 

a. Object 

(1) To those interested in fall-out hazards, tactical bokb 

deliver:: planning, or the plannin, 0 for aerial collection of bomb debris, 

reliable answers to the following dependent questions are of paramount 

importance. 

(a) Y&at will be the inaximum altitude of the top of the 

cloud as a function of the yield of the weapon which produced it? 

(b) What will be the size and shape .of the cloud, as a 

function of altitude, tine after zero, and yiel.d of the weapon? 

(c) What is the vertical velocity of the cloud top, as 

a function of altitude and ?ieapon and weapon yield? 

(2) The nTy cloud phenomena project ::as designed to exter.d 

this search for data, particularljr in the high energy release range which 

is not available from ZI experiments. The Project involved photographic 

msasure.ments of the cloud throughout the period of its rise to -wKimw 

altitude. 

b. !.:ethod BEST AVAILABLE copy 

IYotion picture and still ca.meras ?:ers operated fron anpropr5;ts 

land, sea and air sites. 

C. ?oo:1!.ts 
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cI,_ ,J perforned yoperly. ‘ibe reason for failure of the others has r.zt :.?t 

b-2.1 f:ster.tir.ed. These records document the early stages of ball-of-fire 

rise, but the later Stages were obscured by natural cloud cover. T:ro Speed- 

Gra_ohic caLil.eras were used aboard ship, but also failed to docrnent the rise 

because of cloud cover. ‘ho Speed-Graphics and one A-6 movie cacera were 

e.T?loyed in two aircrai’t at approx izately seventy to 100 miles. Toese 

caneras gave satisfactoqr photographs. 

(2) KIKG Snot 

Six LYtchell cameras were used, of which two failed to 

run because of a power failure at the control point. One Cine-Special 

canera was operated manually on Parry. One A-6 camera was operated success- 

fully in a C-47 aircraft, and the same operator exposed an extensive series 

of stills with a Speed-Graphic canera for one hour. Another Speed-Graphic 

was used on Parry but for only twelve minutes, since the cloud gre?f .zuch too 

large for the camera’s limited field of vie\!. 

3. Pro.ject 3.3 - Hot-Spot Observation (F!IKYZ) (.4X) 

a. Object 

One necessary item of diagnostic infornation for fusicn ;reapon 

design is the temperature distribution inside the device prior to disinte- 

gration since the relative success of a fusion reaction is closely 

associated with temperature. This experiment was designed to supply scne of 

that information in an indirect fashion, involving the theoretical inter- 

dependence of the speed of explosion wave in the netal case, strength of 

the explosion wave and temperature behind the wave. 

b. Kethod BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
An observation of tts tine at which the shock wave broke 

through portions of the steel surface of the bonb was nade usir.g sL.. Eo.:er. 

‘streak cmeras in a shelter on Ecgallua Island. Six spots on the device 



ti;;- ~~SOlutisn of the syst0.m ..‘a0 of th3 ordcz of 3 stl993. 

c. Elesults - !:I’I:E Shot 

All equipment operated satisfactorily and, at this writing, 

data taken is being reduced and analyzed. 

4. Pro,ject 3 .L - Bomb Case ?!otion 07~~) (AEC) 

a. Object 

This experiment was designed to supplement and extend such 

“earlv time” documentation by observin g the device case disintegration ar.d 

initial ball-of-fire growth directly. A detailed knowledge of how the 

tenperatures, pressures, reaction rates, etc. 

The case was observed directl. y vtith t’;:o groups of 3 ca-eras, 

the first group operatin, 5 at a speed of 3,500,OOO fra-.es/sec and the secsrd 

group operating at a speed of 90,000 franes/sec. Tke first group ::as de- 

signed to document the case disintegrations and the slor:er group y:as to 

document the initial ball-of-fire development. The six cameras used in this 

experiment were housed in a fall-out proofed shelter on Eogallua, the sa:e 

shelter used by Project 3.3. BEST AVAILABLE copy 

c. Results - I!IK?3 Shot 

All equipment operated satisfactorilv and, at this :!r%t:?.g, 

data taken is being reduced and analyzed. 

5. Project 3.5 - Illumination as a “unction of TiIe, :‘lith CR-Xi? 
Cameras (FIKE - KING) (AEC) 

a. Cb.ject 

This project 

to augment the colleotion 

exploding atomic yrespons. 

was included in the Scientific Photograc’r,v ?~-_:a7 

of data on illumination as a function of t?-e rr0~ 

Ons va.lue of such data is discussed under Prn;,ct 
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reoor;~s being obtained - ;:hich implied that SW) thir?s as fiLn sensitivit., ., > 

si.c:,:.er sFeed and arxiliar;- lenses (filters) must have been selected '::ith 

zrelt czre. Knowledge of the light intersities to be experienced is essen- 

tial in .mking these selections. 

b. !.:ethod 

For hlIKS and KII?'G shots, two GR-Slit caTeras were operated on 

the Parry Island photo toaer. 

c. Results 

(1) LXKE Shot 

(a) The two Slit cameras were operated with 1Codh success. 

Dots obtained is currently in the process of reduction and analysis. 

(2) KING Shot 

@ 

(a) The two Slit ca.reras operated proper1.y and data 

reduction and analysis is currently in progress. 

6. Project 3.6 - Bhangzzeters (YIFF - KING) (AX) 

a. Object 

(1) As was mentioned in the discussion of Project 3.1, t?sre 

exists a definite requirement for a device ca.pable of .?easurin,o weapon yield 

during tactical operations. Ideally, such a device will be: 

(a) Small, light and self-contained. 

(b) Sufficiently rugged to withstand norpal operational 

use without impairment of its operation or accuracy. 

(c) Capable of being operated by its user at a relatively 

great distance irom the explosion. 

(d) Capable of supplying its user i*:ith a yield nu&er in 

a .ninimu;i of time. 

(e) Simple to operate. 

l.3 

Bhan,T;leter studies represent an attempt to develop such an ideal device. 

In its present form the Bhar-gTeter is a steel box, ei:'cteen i.ncres ion?, 

t:.ielve inches ?iide 3rd five inches deep, :veighin; approsi.-stcl-. thirt:: 

pourds. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
b . od I-.> t’ 

(L) ';r ) ~,'~~,r:,' 'J :hir.;- ‘;'c .ny:*t?r o?-r,.tlOn C?r. 'i,.: tic,Xri:~=-! 
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c3 - O. 
to 3 -ip.l,TUn 2nd rises again, sz.:e+at less rapidlr~, to a oeco:.d m3i-u-, 

.:it:: -kc- c2gr.i tude of the seconi maximum being very much less than th>t cf 

t:-s first. After passing through the second ~r~&wn, it falls off rat--r 

,--adcally (on a millisecond time scale) to background values. 0- Past ex?eri- 

er.ce indicates a measurable relation betzeen yfeapon yield and tice to first 

minimum. 

(2) The inclusion of this project in Operation IVY will aug.ment 

calibration methods, and continue vrhat might be called the Bhang.meter 

feasibilit:r studies, especially in the relatively high yield range. 

(3) For KtKE shot, four Bhangmeters were installed on the ESTES. 

For %II:G shot, five Bhangmeters were in operation at appropriate sites. 

c. Results 

(1) MIKE Shot 

Of the four Bhangmeters installed on the EST%, one 

trigqered but gave an incorrect reading. 411 four instruments were -<ret 

from salt spray. 

(2) RIKG Shot 

Of the five Bhangmeters used, all operated. Four of tie 

irstrwents gave readings of 68 milliseconds, and the fifth read 64 mm. 

The reason for the discrepancy is not known, but the 68.msec reading has 

been verified by e xamination of the Eastman films. 

7. Project 3.7 - Preliminary Photograohic Crater Survev (IIIEF) (DCD/USA.F) 

a. Object 

This project w.s designed to obtain a preliminar!: photo=rsphic 0 

survey of the crater caused by UIICE shot for use in the study of earth 

shoci,. It v;as also hoped that a correlation could be established bet;:een 

photograshic evidence of surface perturbations and the fraction of the 

device's energy release that coupled with the ground. Lxperience on previous 

tests has sho!:n that early ground surveys of craters zere precluded by 

radioloricel 

b. 

hazards. 

"ethod 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

I 

. . <’ 



LI L iocy-tion of grog& zero in ralaLron ~0 these positions ';ras essential, ar.d 

sufficient aerial photography o f the shot island and adjacent islar.ds 

prior to the explosion Y::as planned to confirm the ground control. Cbliqae, 

vert$cal and vertical stereoscopic photography was planned to provide the 

r_ecessap:r coverage for analysis. 

c. Results - iLIKE Shot 

Due to the configuration of the target area, only one of the 

three requirements - the exact location of ground zero after blast - could 

be accurately determined by photographic means. This point was determined 

by comparing pre-shot and post-shot photographs. The quality of the photo- 

graphic records was good. 

8. Project 3.8 - Burst Position (KII!G) (AZG) 

a. Object 

Experimental air bursts, such as KING shot, impose the unique 

problem. of determining their actual burst position in space. Prior to the 

silot, a ground zero is selected and the detonation mechanism of the bonlo is 

set for a given height of burst. The combination of bombing inaccuracy a& 

the inherent inaccuracies of the detonation mechanism, however, make it 

extremely unlikely that the burst still actually take place at the pre- 

selected point in space. On the other hand, the success of many experLmenta1 

projects is dependent upon knowing the point of detonation with good ac- 

curacy. As a result, a rather precise photographic technique was used to 

locate the position (in space) of the light flash which characterized the 

exploding bomb. 

b. I!ethod 

The proposed bomb zero point was 1500 feet above the ground and 

5,700 feet due north of Station 250 on Runit Island. The region in space 

~2-L& includes ihi pUl,ru 
. 

.#.a5 u‘arr “\_V r.,“w”b.L;r..+i~~t.i L., “Y.i.Ql mu c.r ‘b”_ CL 

Head and in the Parry Island photo toner. In addition to seeing the light 

flash from the exploding bomb, each 

points, the location of vlhich (with 

gre.at accuracy. 

C. 2,eju1ts - !'I::: SFot 

(1) P our t?ecdolites, 

camera ~2s positioned to see ti:io fixed 

respect to the camera) were knc-n 4 'c ._,.. 

AVAILABLE COPY 
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serviced tr:ice, failed to operate. A fifth theodolite :7as set up op. 'arr 

tk,e ,mornir.g of F-Dav and operated properly. T-a failures l:*re du+ to :-;ater 

ir. t_!r.e ca,zras, water on the film. ar.d lens, rustinS of the shutters ar.d 

soakir._; _ of the "Blue Box" batteries. It was extrezly fortunate that, :‘aval 

@ 
Research Laboratory (NRL) had installed a 16-mm GSAP camera on Coral F!ead, 

sicce this provided data leading to a reasonably good position of burst 

figure. It was also a fortunate circumstance that the array of rockets was 

used by I'aval Ordnance Laboratory (ROL) 

the reference point frcm which position 

(2) Position of burst 

(Troject 6.13), since these provided 

of burst sas calculated. 

(a) The coordinates (IVY Grid) of the burst :rere: 

N 108,450 f 30 ft 

E 123,650 f 20 ft 

(b) Relative to the target, the burst was: 

N 300 f 30 ft 

vi 480 zf 20 ft 

(c) The circular error was thus: 570 _f 

(d) The height of burst ?ras: 1460 _f 20 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

35 ft 

ft 
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APCT’DI’i D .Y. ‘ 

(I’OTE: The flood of neutrons which emanate from an 
exploding ato&c device is of great interest to 
workers in at least tv:o independent fields - that 
of bomb design (and the associated diagnosis of 
bomb performance) and that of "effects on things" 
(materials and animals in particular). The Neutron 
!!easurements Program of Cperation IVY was designed 
to aug.ment existing data on neutrons and to con- 
tinue the development of field measurement tech- 
niques in order that the ultimate goal of complete 
documentation of neutron economy will be closer. 
In addition, especially for KKE shot, the program 
was designed to supply diagnostic information as 
to the "modus operandi" of the device . 

Although Program 4 measurements 7ere designed 
both to satisfy the DOD requirement of knowing the 
neutron flux and to help the theoretician determine 
the total neutron economy of the bomb, their primary 
purpose was to measure the above quantities as a 
function of distance and time in order to assist in 
analysis of the device in t'ne event of a fractional 
yield. However, enough samples :rere recovered to 
supply external neutron information.) 

1. Project 4.1 - Slo~r Neutron Observations (YIP3 - KING) (.A_ZC) 

a. Object 

This project was psrt of a continuing program to deter-5r.e the 

space distrib-ution of low energy neutrons liberated by various sizes and 

types of at0.mi.c bombs. 

b. !.?ethod BEST AVAILABLE copy 

(1) Neutrons of energy in the range from thermal (on the 

order of .025 ev) to .25 ev are essentially all captured by the element 

Cadmium. Also, cadmium is quite trecsparent to neutrons of ener=;- ;r?::sr 

than .25 ev. These facts permit the design of a "target" v/hi.&., ?:ten 

bombarded lvrith neutrons of many energies, is capable of measuring the 

number of those neutrons in the energy range from .025 t0 -25 ev. 

(2) For KIKE shot, pairs of tantalum and &old samples tc:e 

of each being shielded vlith cadmi7~m at each station) v:ere placed on a llrs 

extending alonS the reef toriard Pogallua. The first pair :':ere 1% :-2~s 

from ,;round zero, and a pair :';zs olaced ever; 100 yards fro.3 th0re to 

2,500 yards. The sample rec~-~~er:r technio_ue involved fast?!?_r.: t-2 rz:.z1's 

to a steel co.ols :;.,ich co.:12 2 ha.;lcd in a:tsr t:ie s:iot. For ,,-:,-:; ,~ ;- 

L,h.q.:> c,.:1_3; '.z;; .?:‘:‘3.-;?_ Z' .I _. _. L'.^_ L'p-.- ""~_: cs.,.t:?d 'z-,- -,,7_ccr .'-,_. t‘. _- _I 

._,.'(^3-:_,_ .._.. ...lr._.,___ ___, _: :_- - -',A-.-i'.. t>.~, ..-, i. 7 1.. .. - ,- -’ .- .-. . - . . . 1_ 
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oL oe’_cciors into the lagoon. 

(3) For KIi!G s!lot, the sap= technique Y::C used. T:+s 1in.c 0: 

sa.rYles started on the reef (300 feet fro.? proposed grxmd zero) and exte-ded 

do.:,?. th.e center of Runit Island to the region of the airstrip (7,2C3 feet 

fro.7 proposed ground zero). 

c. Results 

(1) MI'K% Shot 

Due to the large energy release, relatively fear of the 

detectors vrere recovered. Analysis of these few is currently in progress. 

(2) KING Shot 

A larger percentage of detectors were recovered than for 

!TiD; hoxever, analysis has not been completed. 

2. r,--ject 4.2 - High Enemy Neutron Cbservatiom (XIFZ - h?NG) (.GC) 

a. Object 

This project was designed to extend the measurements of Project 

4.1 by documenting the 

excess of .25 ev, that 

b. Method 

Threshold 

rounded by indium were 

at.the sme positions. 

c. Results 

flux of neutrons exhibiting energies considerably 

is, up to L!+ nev. 

detectors of sulphur, arsecic, gold and gold sur- 

used in a mnner similar to Project 4.1 and placed 

BEST AVAILABLE CQF’Y 
(1) MIKE Shot 

(Same as Project 4.1) 

(2) MI!G Shot 

(Sane as Project 4.1) 

3. Project 4.3 - E'eutron Spectrum-?uclear &_&ions (YIIF'E) (AEC) 

This project was designed to determine the total neutron cr.erGr 

spectru.7 versus distance; however, the project was deleted fro? the ITr:' 

in 

?rog,rzming because of the addition of Project 2.6. 

4. Project 4.4 - F!eutror, Intensitv as a Function of Ti-a (ICTIS - %I:?) 
(AEC) 

a. Cbicct 



I 
___ 0. 

- ,. _. .e----.- Ymob&;; ------.r&.d_.~.-r 

.:._.-;Lsr .of arrivir.2 slor; neutrons Versus tire at given distar,c.zs fro-, .Tro1..7:! 

“0 .._ . 

b. - !Ykod 

"Fission-Catcher Camrasl' were used at close-in stations for 

both :.:i;S and KIh'G. 

C. Results 

For both LEIKZ and KING, camera stations and equipment xere 

destroyed by the detonations. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



(EOTE: This program v::~s concerned with the measurement 
of the gamma ray intensity as a function of time and 
position, including that due to fall-out, and Trith the 
total gamma ray dose as a function of distance. The 
close up UIKE work was large>? diagnostic, and proposed 
to determine the time between the two main reactions, 
and the fission yield. The more distant work was con- 
cerned largely with fall-out, and was conducted by COD. 

The gamma radiation from a weapon such as KING 
shot would be expected to be similar to that from any 
fission bomb when scaled to this yield except as modi- 
fied by the effects of the shock wave. These effects 
would be expected to be large, the irreversible heating 
of the shocked air removing a large part of the attenu- 
ating medium during the time when fission fragment 
activity is dominant and movement of the ball-of-fire 
still has not yet removed this source. The shock v:ave 
should also have a rather large effect on the nitrogen 
capture ga.mmas for close distances. An attempt was 
made on KING to obtain data to support these ideas.) 

1. Project 5.1 - Total Dose (WC!3 - KIKG) (.UCl 

a. Object 

This experimental project is part of a continuing program, 

the purpose of vrhich is to obtain as much documentation as possinle of the 

gazma radiation fields established by exploding atomic weapons. In 

particular it was designed to supply information as to the total gamma 

dose received by points located at various distances from ground zero. 

b. B!ethod BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

(1) For MIKE shot, Tao measurement lines of film badges :'rere 

established out to .6,000 yards from Elugelab to the far end of Bogallua, 

and one fro.7 Elugelab to the far end of Engebi. l7.e packet positions riere 

on land only, and were spaced at lOG-yard intervals imofar as possible. 

Three fiLm badges were placed at each position, the first of which ~2s 

‘. .- . 

-_“_s.._2 “l .r.id;ll o@ciily exposed to radiation until recover;-. Tit_ z.__.... 

and third badges were designed to b e openly exposed initially, but later to 

drop into prepared shielded positions, the second dropping 0.2 s~cords after 

the explosion, and the third dropping sixty seconds later. 

(2) For KIX shot, a line of film bsdge stations :':are placed 

do:m t'rc middle of ?u.nit, spaced at I arproxi.mately lOC-yard intervals 0-t to 

4,X3 ;CrLs . Z:lch staticn consisted of a post to ” ’ -., :‘;r.lcn Or.? or :17”9 i1_.71 
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fll-.: u:nc! for those nsssurenants covered the 

c. ~ ?.e s ilt s 

(1) YIKE Shot 

The bulk of these stations 

rar.ge fro.?. C.1 to 30,cro r. 

xere totally destro;eC, OF&~ 

i 

t;-.ose at the extreme ranges being recoverable. The stations from 4,5CO to 

6,%X yards should give meager data but, due perhaps to the low surface 

bri$.t-ess of the ball-of-fire, the dropping arrangement failed on nearly 

all stations. 

(2) KIMG Shot 

The stations out to 1,200 yards were destroyed, apparently 

by a large block of concrete which rolled down the line destroying botk the 

film badge and the neutron sample stations of Program 4. Film badges ::ere 

recovered from all stations beyond 1,200 yards. 

2. Project 5.2 - Gamr?a Intensity as a Function of Time (!:ZZ - XI‘S) 

(EC) - 

a. Object 

(1) Consistent with the idea of eventually having comp1ei.e 

documentation of the "field variables" associated xith an atomic ::eapon 

detonation, this project was intended to measure the time dependence of 

gaYE ray intensity (at certain fixed distances) from shortly after zero 

to plus thirty seconds. 

(2) The time dependence of the prompt gammas rias docvented 

by the alpha experiment (Projects 2.13. and 2.lb) and vias not corsidered 

here. This expwiment was desi;Ted to start at 0.2 microsecond for :'I?? 

shot (1 .~il.lisecond for KIIl:G shot) and extend for approtixately 30 seccnds, 

thus ,~easuring the time deper,dence of the major portion of the delayed 

L 1-^&L_ -1 - BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
The detection method used here :7as e ssentially the same 2s t'k3t 

used in Yroject 2.12. 

C. Xewlts -- 

(1) IIT!:: 3;:ot 



at stations on San Ildefonso (1,200 yards), Cochiti (1,800 yards), ar.d 
e- 

Bogo,&ogo (L,3OO yards) to suop1ezer.t. the data of the Ruchi station as to 

the t+.e dependence of the total dose and the effects of the shock :';ave 

u;cr. the gamma radiation. The near station was at the edge of the crater 

~?d hence destroyed; the station on Cochiti lost the protective dome pe;-- 

ktting the shock wave 

69 

station gave data dam 

s:-0xi.n.g the pronounced 

the level rising after 

to destroy the recording unit, and the Bogo~hogo 

to about 30 I?icroseconds and lasting for so.?e seconds 

influence of the shock xave on the gama radiatior? - 

shock arrival to a factor of 50 above pre-shot!: 

Eoth nu+ers are VPX-J; 

3 

;:3 

since they involve working back tJ_Fough a large mount of air subjected to 

a strong shock with u&norm loading. 

(d) An integration of th 

estixte as to the intensities after 11 set 

(2) ~11:s Shot BEST AV 

To study the effect of ths shock !‘m:e upon the ;sz-a 

radiation, three BUSTER type stations were used at distances of 1,20!,. 
* 

~,,_" -.A 
. -* L -,‘-“V ,,,“A U.A. AIi6 I__LA Ly_IIv._ .z,n to ;:-.sc:: a+-~~ _._-, at ,,-‘1~=:- t ‘_;c 

sO”P debris bro!:e through the protecting done. The intermediate stzticz 

I‘?. through the shock ahd sho7uld yield ve-y Good data. Tha f?r sta:i.,r 



b. ‘%thod u 

The instantaneous dose 

Q 
an ionization charber. A permanent 

signal to drive a pen recorder. 

c. Results A 

(1) !.!IKB Shot 

rate at a given point i'ias ,measured xith 

record xas obtained by using the current 

Gamx ray intensity versus time detectors were placed in 

operation on the following islands.of Znirretok Atoll: Bogallua, Ruchi, 

Zogon, Engebi, Biijiri, Runit, Aniyaanii, Enirretok, Parry and Rigili. 

Additional stations away from fniwetok Atoll were placed on Bikini, Yusaie, 

&J# 
Ponapa , :Iajur0, Ujelang, Xviajalein Island and Roi Island in I'wajalein .;toll. 

T?o ionization chambers and their protective canisters located on BogaLlua, 

Ruchi and Bogon Islands rwre destroyed ‘3~ bl,, 14, and thermal dar.age. Land- 

Cr.6 tele;letering from Bngebi to Parr:- xs installed but ths line did rot 

;l.;rvi-re t:?e shot. Ori .i-.all;- ga _~, te1e-ot~zrir.g fro.? Bogon ?ras planned but an 

inadeqq:ate nuTher of submarine lines precluded this installation. Cata has 

been recovered from Engebi, Runit, Biijiri, Ani>-aanii, Parr)-, Xniwets!: end 

Rigili. Soma fall-out has been recorded on I'usaie and Ujelang. Plots of 

dose rate versus tine for Engebi, Biijiri, Rigili and Runit, although 

;, prelirinarv in nature insofar as the absolute magnitude of the dose rate is 

concerned, are considered ~11 within a factor of 2 in accuracy with the 

e;:ce:.tlo:: 0; Zncebi !xhere the icnizztion chsmber sust?insci 30.~3 i?ma.;e. CJ 

The decay* rates as plotted and calculated are jud,, rod to be accurate rrithin 

plus or minus lC$ and indicate the radiation varies as t -l*3 to tvom8. i-0 

fall-out !.ithin the range of the instrumen:, 5 m/i to 5 kr/hr, ~ras'~ecbrded 
: 

on 5nl::etok or Parry. I:o data is reported for Aniyaanii as the motor of 

the rscorder failed before shot ti-.:e. 

(2) KI!:S Snot BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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i.0 s:_yificar.t fall-out :':a' reco:dcd on ay- of t'-s islrr.<:c of ZiT.i.:sto': ‘".oll 

c::c-:_~t the shot island, ::here the rwge of the detector ::ac 2,CCC -FT.&~. c ?. 

?.\lr,P, tk.e p.zil: radiation :‘,a5 ap?,ro:+.ately 5,COC r/hr at E + 5 set, deca;-ing 

ver;- rapidly to approxi;latelg 0.5 r/hr at i( + 1 ,yLnuts. ?I0 f;lll-s>IJt ]‘ss 

b-ep. rooorted frc.l? LI?, 
43 - 

1 v of Uh.3 off-atoll stations, 

4. Project 5.4a - Fall-out Distribution ar.d Particle Size (1XX) 
(rcD/USI!) 

a. Object 

This project v:as designed to 

distribution and magnitude folloning !ZtKE 

those being documented by Project.5.3. 

extend the reasure.zent of fall-out 

shot to distames Sreater than 

b. !:ethod 

Five types 

@ Er.i:;etof: Islands, rafts 

islands in the !;arshall 

of.collection devices were employed on many of the 

in the lagoon, ships in the fleet and at other 

group. In addition, the se2 area out to approxi- 

oately 150 files p:as instrumented :rith collection devices munted on dan 

buo;rs. BEST AVAILABLE copy 
c. Results - YI!iE Shot 

(1) Of the eight lacd stations, Bogallua, EnSebi, Yeiri, 

Piiraai, and Runit were yrithin th.2 fall-out area ahd, at all stafiom e:rsept 

Bogallua, some usable fall-out sqoles ils?e obtained. Cr: Yeiri, Rurit, 

ti.iyaanii and Elliwetok the "Blue Boxes" failed to trigcar. T:he Bogallua 

station was demolished. A total of tv;entg rafts were placed at their 

anchored positions in the lagoon on Y-15 and Y-14 days. 0~ i! f 2 ahd !.! 4 3 

a total of fifteen rafts were recovered. The "Blue Boxes" 0:: all rafts 

triggered. All of the rafts recovered were within the fall-out area. I!ir.e- 

teen dan buoy stations were set out by !!-Day. Twelve of the ninetedh.buys 

“7 >,-.*a --c,-* -.^rr--^-^A 

(2) Visual examination of the fall-out particulate collocter! 

. s 



;I c,:~:‘?l: thicizers of paper accidertil ly ?artiall-: cov2red the --il,, ̂ * 1 . _._-0 

ti;+!.T ;:?ctioh ver- effectivcl:r blocked out rr.ost of ths rediatioh. Ihe 

fall-out seem to h?ve been more heavily concentrated oh the viestern side 

of the laroon and extended doim to at last fifteen piles. 

(3) One of the reasons for the approval of the dan buoy 

stations ~2s to prove the operational feasibility of such a sche,ze, that is, 

could t?ey be found after drifting free for several days. It is believed 

that the successful recovery of 631 of the buoys definitely proves that such 

a scterne is feasible. Lnproved sea anchor connections should increase the 

recovery perce.:tage. All oi the buoys except 0p.e v:hich on recovery shoaed 

zeasurable fall-out with survey instrments (TlB's), cere to the horth of a 

line runring east fron Zniwetok. 

5. Pro,ject 5.&b - Close -in Particulate Cloud and Fall-out Stl;dies 
(1!I:Z - KIIJG) (ED/ITS;\) 

a. Object 

The object of this experiment was to obtain specific data 

fro.? ths clouds produced by Operation IVY atonic detonations for total 

activity in the particulate mateFia1; rate of fall-out and the fall-out 

pattern on land areas of Sniwetok Atoll; determination of the airborne 

concentration of the radioactive particulate 1matter near ground level over 

iand areas of Xniwetok Atoll; deter,mination of size distribution of gross 

and radioactive particulate matter; distribution of activity r!ith particle 

size; determination of the presence of selected fission products in the 

particulate matter; and determination of the adequac;, of aerial surve- 

s-.ste.m.s in assessing the ,Tound contamination situation. Y This data will 

supplement the previous ato,mic explosion phenomena observations in the 

dete:.zi.no.tion of hazard to personnel resulting from residual fall-out and 

2ir53-7" qctivit-7 _.4 _ .? , cor.t~ir.ation of areas and strcctures, and tb,s hyf10p 

, - . .._..I __ --- -.. -I.._._-I”I”,L .._____. _“. 

b. BEST AVAILABLE copy !.:etkod 

(1) The e::peri.ment consisted Of t20 Flrts - fall-out colle::or5 



a 

r,u.+sr ratio of active to in__ --t particles will be attented. 

c. Results 

(1) ::I13 Shot 

(a) The experiment was successful in that txenty.-four of 

the thirty-two stations installed were in the area of fall-out. Pour- of 

these stations (those at Rogallua, Bogorzbogo, Ruchi and Bogon) vere destroyed , 

and four others did not start due to "Blue Boxl' rralfunction (those at Kujom, 

Aaraanibiru and txo at Runit). Pall-out samples nere obtained at Rngebi (2), 

b:uzin, Kirinian, Eokonaarappu, Yeiri, Aitsu, Rberiru (2), Aonon, Biijiri, 

Piiraai, Rigili (2), Enivetok and Parry. 

3 

(b) The fact that there was considerable liquid as y;ell 

as solid fall-out is obvious. The solid fall-out contained r?.aqv large 

particles, some of which were as large as lj2 inch in dinreter. 

(2) KING Shot BEST AVAILABLE copy 
(a) At RI?G shot, the fall-out stations used for ?IE 

\;ere again instxnented xith ~0~z.e exceptions. Ststiors \:ers not set up 

at Eogallua, Bogotsbogo, Ruchi and Logon because of the high bac!:ground. 

All stations vrere triggered b:- th, p battery operated "Blue Boxes"; hozever, 

certain stations did not operate (probably because of damage fma heavy 

@ rains). Ttey were Runit, Aniraanii, Rnivretok, Igurin and Giriinien. The 

fall-out collected from KIIIG shot v:as recovered on T' f 1 day and returned 

to laboratories at Arq Che,tical Center, L'aryland. These sa.zples xi11 '-e 

stxiied in the sa?e fnarner as the 171~3 shot smples since all phases of t'ne 

participation ir $3.. I’G shot are identical to that for :_?E. 

(b) There was such a srr,all amount of fall-out fro'? I-C-5 

Q.SV” VLL-U 2.” 2.4 Cl”U”r*uA. ,ll.r”..u* ” . . . ..- *.A “I*&“^“..- ..-w-‘--J I” ..-..i-. 1, 

all of t;s analytical procedures to be follolwed for :I'E;S shot. Fe..; f>ll- 

out sczoles produced radiation in excess of 10 nr/hr. 
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Pi?cm A!.I 6 : 9L.t ST l.?: ‘l~?.?I.“;‘~TS i /” 

1. ?ro,ject 6.1 - Pressure versus Tir;e oh the r-round (!YS - YI:.5 (.!.Y) 

a. Cbject 

This project XBS designed to augment the existing fund. of 

expericental data on the stu.dies of pressure fields ne?r a reflecting sur- 

face, by r;easuring pressure as a function of tirr.e (on or near the earth’s 

smface) at various fixed points around Ziwetok Atoll for IrIEX ar.d Ki”G 

shots. 

b. - Yethod 

(1) 

on Teiteiripucchi 

were basically: 

NBS .:ecorded. 

NICE Shot 

(a) The pressure ranges extended from 330 psi expected 

to 0.9 psi expected on Parry. The munting arrar.ge-o-t s 

_. Ground baffles, in rkich pressure at grade lava1 1 

_. Baffles several feet above ;rour.d su:fzcz .I:._’ 2 

f2cir.g parallel’to the blast direction, nsasurir,; free air pressure. 

2. Gauges on ‘ouildir:ss to peasure face-o: r.r~s~ze;. 

(b) For all air pressrze measure,rents the ‘liancko T.‘.‘_;te? 

Bourdon tube gauge, which converts the pressure fluctuations into er. 

amplitude-nodulated carrier, was incorporated. 

(2) Y.IKG Shot 

(a) The main blast 1ir.e cor.sisted of ei,ght air cre-c’:re 

gzuges along the reef for the neasurezent of free air yessures. ?P 

expected pressures on this blast 1ir.e re.rzed fror?. 210 psi to 12 psi. 

(b) For all prccsure neasurezents, the 
r : 

Xar.c::c Yl;ts 5 

* 
%urdoz tlJ?o gauge ::as incorporated. The tiportant consideration ir t??:- 

.zensurerents nas the coalosrison of air pressure factions Over 2ter .:I t* I 

.’ i; 



:r--: ground zero. Fro.: the k::o clusters, and the fact :.h:t t'hc i?>u!_se 3:. 

tr:r: .>.___&_ ‘-;-='I; ;aages is !no:':n frcn t!?c :Par.c?o pickup near that cluster, 

cllibr~ti~n of these indentor go.c;es skould deternihe if s;.?metr:_ existed 

on these t:io azimuths. 

(2) KIXG Shot 

Air pressures over land yiere measured at four grour.d 

baffle staticns spaced along Runit. A free air pressure measurement :'I;?s 

made on Parry for a far distant point. 

2. Project 5.2 - Air Xass !'oticn Studies (DXZ - KING) (AEC) 

a. Cbject 

This project was designed to provide free-air over-pressure 

versus distance. 

b. l!ethod 

(1) The method of labeling the atmosphere for this project 

involved placing a puff of s;noke in the atmosphere in some region of interest. 

A motion picture camera was previously aligned in such a way that the puff 

;';a~ ,;/ell within its field of view. Subseocent photography of the -ur'f, 

2nd film analysis procedures, could then s,pply the experimenter ;:it'- a 

tile history of the puff's moticn and perturbation. Such a method 1'11s 

expscted to suppljr the elapsed tire fro? zero to tke arrival of the ~5.0~~: 

at the puff and the variation in shock strength with time from its dependence 

on the perturbation or "mass motion" of the puff. 

(2) For IEKF, shot, lorr altitude (-400 feet) labeling of the 

air :';as accomplished with explodin; mortar projectiles. The distances fro.? 

gro1lr.d zero were similar to those chosen for the Xanc!:o gauges of Project 

6.1. T'_e actual positions, ho:ie:rer, l':ere quite different. In addition, tLe 

air :tas labeled with SZO!;S at ten altitlicies (8,000, 9,000, 10,000, l&CCC, 

,< ?Yl 7 L rXY-? of-l nrvI 31 nm ?r: N)n *“A Th.O(‘n7 feet) by ra3,qS of.i,,-c+- _ 

i?g shells from anti-aircraft guns. 

(3) For KIiYG shot, on&:, the lo:; altitudes (-4CO feet) air 

labelin? technique was used. 

C. ?.osults BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



. ~.I 
I .-w_Q 

-’ - -r--mm.-- A 

1-i ;y:‘r fl-in; r;:s 100:. Tot21 c;uL;r-w.t c>ysr?“,ir?. : ?3 cct5. In ?-al,--;:3 ,,,y 

t2- fifteer. fiL7s recovered she-;:s ti-?.t t!-.e reef .mrtars R.=" * -., ;ro:.:ca lki:+,_! 

dit-1 sir.ce tk?e thcrral dc:3t raised or. 5gebi obsc-red the r.or5s.r puffs at ah 

early.7 tL7.e. Of the five raft mrtar fiLys, ~YIO definite>: cbtained c‘?ta on 

.Z?ss .-.otion, ohe obtained r,o data, and t:ro xere carzin,al due to prevaiiicq 

Light cocditions. The mortar film from Parr?J contains no data. 

(2} Y.Ip!G Shot 

The six cameras on Rojoa ran. The Parry caxera did not 

produce a record due to power failore shortly after zero tiine. From pre- 

lie&nary viewing of the film, one raft m.ortar apparently failed to fire; 

a secocd raft reortar shows the nortar firing but no puff visible; all other 

Eortars fired. The quality of the records obtained is good; however, t;.ercal 

9 

dust ~;as pre3er.t between the cameras and the puffs at an earl;- ttie. The 

Illr.ctioning of equipment may be brokec dorm 23 follows - cmeras at &6-$ zd 

r?.orters at 715. 

3. Pro,ject 6.3 - Shoc!w%nd, After:ri?d md Soured Velocitv (?!IW - YI:G) 
AEG - 

a. Cb.iect 

The objectives of this project. were t:;ofold. First, the me:slxe- 

cent of shockwinds and aftemihds at various distances from gr0ur.d zero, and 

second, the measurement of sound ahd naterial velocities, both prior to 2nd 

after shock arrival, at various distances from ground zero. 

$J 
b. r'ethod d BEST AVAILABLE copy 

(I) NKE Shot 
Afterw,li?d and soundvelocities '::ere measured at four 

stations by means of interferometers. The four locations used ::e?e Er.::ebi, 

?.:uzin, Bokonaarappu and Aomon. D;naCc pressures :;'ere measured by me?r.s of 
: I 

.'l. .,lancko nit.nt. tuhr-q end Samd;a-desiEhed "Q" aauges. The "C," ar.d pitot tu'>e 

.?easuremr?ts were made on Enge'oi, !Iuzj?., AOCOP., 3ol:onaarappu ahd Farry. 

Ter:oeratwes of the air durir.; the blast ::leno.:er.2 :':ere xeasured b-7 resi;- 

t~nce therror.eters at th.e ~a-73 looations as the "2" gau;-s. T1;e elere::t 

:‘ii?s shielded fr9.m th.e direct radi,ltio;: b;- a petal co-er. 

7; 

. 



.- > .^. .? s  ̂ f ",'iar.c!:o pitot tu‘::es It tX?Te-3 1oc;t;ons alor,, I?::r.it Isly.,: arc: ,y’, 

- oc? ;:z’,i2r. on Parry. D;?.a.7ic pressures v;era also ::easurzd 2:: ?a:y b-r 

s-.9 7. c s o: tLe Sar.dia-desigr.od “?” gnuge. .?.n air terperatwe Eeasurerezt 4 -5 .._I)_ 

:b,e ele,Tent shielded fro.3 the direct radiation b ;r a metal cover was jade on 

Tarry. 

c. - Results 

(1) IIrK? Shot 

Some gauge failures were encountered. All temperature 

gauge elements were broken by the force of the blast. Figh humidity caused 

so.~.e opens to occur in the strain gauge elements of the flQ" gauges. Sonic 

interferometer failures xere caused by poorly designsd veather-proofing of 

the exposed equipment. 

(2) KING Shot 

In general, all equipment functioned properly on KI;:G shot. 

4. Project 6.4a - Yater Vave !.:otion - Shallow Dater - Pnotosrachic 
!‘!I13 ) (m) 

a. Object 

The purpose of this experkert XIS to observe the notion of 

crater waves in the lagoon near various islands. 

b. !!ethod 

Cameras were installed on Sngebi, Rojoa, Runit and Parry. Tiiesa 

were l&mm cameras with 25-mm lenses, operating at 10 frames/set for a total 

running time of ten minutes. At each location a large raft ?ras Eoored at 

3,CO0 feet from the camera. An array of five barrels was moored about 1,CCO 

feet from the camera and a pole was placed in shallo?r water near the beach 

about 330 feet from the camera. These objects served as .mar%ers ero~nd 

Aich :':ave motion ;',as m.easrred by filming, 

C. Results _ !.zx Sh.ot BEST AVAILABLE coQy~ _I’ j 

on the cmera housing, desigped to direct the i,mge do,mward into the 19: a, 



2.: 33;2,. :-z :In:iic;ted . Cr. Znze':i, x:x.-e :I-.e c2::...rc :,l:S p.o .3_i)-ynr 1;;;; 

LOG'.? ::- 3ver'he3A I.- _, -, the passage of th- cio.L.3 c;-,o.r:bc;- effect lias d-_t-_cte:!, 

? ,. Project 6.l+b - Sea !'!aves (:X3) ( WD/USP) 

a. Cbject 

4D 
The object of this project t:as to measure the bawmetric 2r.d 

surface v12ves produced by XCKS shot. 

b. "ethod- L 

Commercial recording microbarographs were used to instrument 

the barometric waves, v.hile the water waves were detected with three types 

of v:avo meters in three general locations. Pressure-type remote recording 

viave meters were designed to accept only the appropriate waves b:i means of 

1 hydraulic band-pass system and :':sre installed on ti,vo seamounts (Seamount 

a 

26 and Seamount 72) north of ground zero and on islands of Bikini A!',ol_l. 

Absolute pressure recorders (accepting all pressures) ::ere installed in 

3ni:7etp'k Lagoon. At distant islands, critically dsmpe_' i.rter level re- 

corders were installed which vrovld accept long psriod :'aves. 

c. Results - !.LIKZ Shot 

(1) The waves from XX7 shot proved to be z~cch seller tkx 

expected. Within the lagoon they :Tore about one-tenth of those expected, 

and outside none were recorded. !Ycrobarograph records vrere also far belo-~ 

those anticipated. BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
(2) As an instrumentation prograin, the project ?as a success 

in the sense that all but one of the seven instruments installed :;ere re-- 

covered and found to have operated as ex-scted. Ti:e fcrturate circumstance 

of a natural seismic sea nave on II + 3 dy-s provided a ;cod chec!< on so-e 

of the instr*umeatation. A -articularl;- successful aspsct of the px@2-., 

_.__ 3 - . - . . _.-.. . 
- - - -_-- -_.___-.____.__ __'_ ;_-__ . _._ .- .__.._.~ __-.___- __~.._ _.__ -A----:'-" 

sive deep sea moorings i:hich utilized the tops of undersea r,ountr?i-s +-1z+ 

riot to within 5,0C0 feet of ths s::rf.ace. Record-, recmered x-5~ 3f 62~1 



0 
_ 

c'ere recorded there. 

6. Project 6.5 - C-round !:otion - Seismic Lleasurenents (!YIYS) (AgC) 

a. Object 

PCs project was designed to supply inforpztion relative to the 

transport of explosion ener,q b:r the grou-.d as evidenced b-f earth accelera- 

tions and resulting motions. 

b. Yethod 

Sarth motions, or, more specifically, earth accelerations :'ere 

measured at Bogon, gngebi, Kuzin, Bokonaarappu, Aomon and Parry. For each L 

installation the radial, vertical xxi tangential acceleration co.m.por.erts 

':iere measured utilizing :':iancko accelerometers. The t:hree gaures at each 0 

installation were placed in a metal case or "bull ulw" mutually - 0 percon- 

diculcr to each other and placsd at an average depth of seventeen feet. ;'n 

effort was nade to match the densit-_ of the case to the density of the coral. 

The accelerometer case on Eo::onaarappu leaked, ruining the three Sau;ss. 

Since the contractor had removed his drilling equipment, three ns'x Sauges 

were mounted in the shelter as an expedient solution. 

c. Results - XES shotBEST AVAILABLE COPY 

( See Incl 2 of Appendix F) Data fro.7 the pre-si:o% seis.:ic 

surveys and earth attenuation measurements of Program 11 xi11 ai,d in the 

alla&is and interpretation of results chtained herein. -. I 

'7. .J_ . : ;3-0 .Pct 5 0 - Icrooaroy22,~lc ..sasur~:.:er~cs \. II.& - ;.L:.~ t -._.>j 

a. Cbject 



a. Cbject 

The purpose of this project 

t<::.e records in deep wzter off the ocean 

s.‘.ot. 

b. :.‘ethod 

To accomplish this purpose, 

7i.33 to o’otair. urc!enz.tsr pre.:xre- 

SiCiS of the shot is1ar.d on ::I13 

instrumentation was completed on 

three t;*?es of underxater pressure neasur+ zg devices - a Kar.cko system con- 

sisting of a variable reluctance pressure pickup of the Twisted Bourdon tube 

type modified for underwater operation and oscillographic recording; an 

Horizons wstem consisting of barium titanate pressure pickups employing 

magnetic tape recording; and an HRL telemetering system using the output 

signals fro.m the Yiancko gauges and transmitting them via aircraft relay 

to a remote recording station aboard a Task Force vessel. The instruyen’,.a- 

tion was engineered to fit in a shock+ountsd cage inside a first class 

standard can buoy. Each buov was equipped with a co.?mand receiver to * 

operate the sequence of events by remote control fron the nearby aircraft. 

T’here :‘;as a total of four buoys planned fw stctionin: on the ocean side of 

shot island as follows: BEST AVAILABLE Copy 
(1) Buoy i’o. 1 - 

(2) Buoy t!o. 2 - 

(3) BuoyNo. 3- 

(I) Buoy :<o . 4 - 

:‘“ar.cko self-recording sIrstem at 6,CCO 
feet fro.m ground zero. 

Horizons self-recording system at 9,000 
feet from ground zero. 

Eancko self-recording systen and 9.L 
telemetering system at ?,COO feet from 
ground zero. 

Manc!:o self-recording system and 1R.L 
telemetering system at 12,OOC feet from 
ground zero. 

c. Results - UK’: Shot 

(1) The project succeeded ir. Setting three buo;-s on s&iioli 

before :.X5 shot, moored in 200, 375 and jS0 fathoms of ::ater at the ?rc;?r 

distances fro.7 ground zero under e:&re.mel;* adverse Teether conditions. 



2. c ‘r .7ct :- 

As 2 cor.ticcation of tte UrlerxLer Tresare field stcdies, 

t:*.is zrsject 2-s design-6 to c‘2asure the pressnre as a function of ti7e ir. 

t:,o s:?allo:; v;ater of the lagoon. 

b. :'ettod 

l'ce basic irstru~ent used herein vas a Xancko gauge modified 

_POF ui+erwter use. 

C. Results 

(1) k!IKE Shot 

Four underwater pressure-time measureRents were rcade at 

depths of approxLmtely 100 feet and at a distance of about or.e mile off- 

shore on the lagoon side. These were located off the Islands of Teiteiri- 

pX&l;, EngeSi, Aomon and Parry. Xancko 'lklsted Eourdon tube gauzes 

:';ere utilized, mounted on tripods ten feet in height to reise them off the 

InCoon floor. 

(2) KIYG Shot 

An undernater pressure-time --easurement xas made at a 

de+ of approximately 100 feet off F2rry. This .measurement v:as not c+lled 

for, but as the installation ~2s completed for tTE, the channel ~2s arain 

opened up. 

10. Fro.iect 6.7~ - Acoustic Pressure Yaves in "hter :'11T - KI".G) EcD,/I's:-) 

a. Ob,iect 

The purpose of this project nas to oh ierve tia propcgation in 

deep ::ster of acoustic sigals zener2ted b-- a nucleer detor?tion. .L bs ::as 

dezonctrated during Cperation G?_ZZIXOUSE, this signal can be used 2s a ';e+,:s 

cl arriving 2t a rough esti'ate of yield. 

b. _ BEST AVAILABLE COPY 1 -ethod ? 
“. I 

.’ , d 



This project ~'2s desigrzd to docment the air density at various 

fixed points in the blast field prior to, during 2nd subsequent to the 

passz,:e of the shock w2ve. 

b. 'bthod L 

(1) To accomplish its purpose, this project utilized 2 device 

k~lown 2s the Beta-ray Densitometer. Briefly, the Densito.xter consists of 

2 fkr.ed source of beta rays, a detector xhich respor.ds to charges in beta 

ra:' intensity, and 2 recordin, c imtrwent which corverts the detector o,ztput 

into 2 picture record on a negative fik. strip. The attemation of bet2 

rays ar.d, hence, the detector output is 2 function only of the caterial 

density between source and detector. 

(2) For KtFB shot, four Bet2-ra-- Dehsito-eters "iere used, one 

3 or, e+ch of the following islands - Engebi, Kirinian, Eokonaarr-ppu 2r.d AO.xm. 

'i::.- iistarxes fr0.m ;romd zero to these stations :‘;ere l?,OOO, 23,CCO, 31,800 

ar.d 4e,COO feet respectively. 
BEST AVAILABLE copy 

c. llesults - ;:iE Shot 

(1) Tie Densitonete~ at 3,gebi failed since the c~era did 

hot operate . The Densitoneter or! Kirkian :;orked snccessfLilly 3-d *Ve gaod 

-__..1&_ __W.._"ti. Demitoineters ir:, Zokoonaarappu ar.d .Ao~?oc g2ve r.o restits. Cx-_ras 

op~ated but beta sighal trace did ,. -0t 2p;ecr until 2 fc:: seecxis before 

the end Of the filix record. T;le fiL:.s indicate a possLbi:lt:- of relz;-s 

o;erctlr.; ir, reverse ~e~~~.:-3hce, ~.e., the -5 sec3r.t reIs-- operzti?: at -1 

7; . . .A ._. ."C) .r5 +Lz -1 T-.‘n_>.L-. :.-_l.It-r L.c -5 ssc3r<s. ill. ..>< 

(2) .JL,rr4_.,~LL -:. _) ST ‘2135; zLti :.i:.i:3,ir:; 7;>3 C,~.5 ra_l (-,.- ” Se _--, -_I 

-.>. .,_. _ , . .’ ,_ :_, .‘L.. ._,__. .,,2 .._ ̂ c c _..- _. .I . /li ,~r = ‘.7 :‘. I- :.; 11 ‘AL .I --- .-, ̂ - _. 

I_ , . :, .’ . - ,. I-_ .,,_ _- ,^Y.., -v .,.. ^’ -’ 

-,: 
. 

. . r,‘. 



p3r: “2 :ro;: 0.j second after blast arrival to 3.0 ;~cOrids 2Ster ar,-iv,::, :?.s 

.L 
c > ;‘ .I _ I -:zri_?C rT.do;:ly fro!:: zbcut 2.5 to 3.5 tir:es nomal. TL?f 3 indFz-:;zs 

c2_s:ter:'?le losdi.r.g of the air by dust, pebbles, ccrol a?.< other iebris . 

13. Pro+ect 6.1~ - Free Air Pressure as a Fwction of Ti.re (l.:a~_r.el 
Aixraft ‘?'fiy_ - [:Ip:r, ) (cCD/US.tc) 

a. Cb,iect 

This project was d?signed to detemine the free air pressure as 

a flsctior? of tice usicg nanned aircraft to position the neasuring instrments 

in space at altitudes significant to delivery aircraft. In addition, data 

on the d:mamic structural response of aircraft was planned. The latter YCL 

,e used as a basis for establishing structural design criteria and for 

i-edi ate use in planning delivery techniques for very high yield weapons. 

b. I'ethod 

To accon?lish the mission an instrumented a-36~ and S-473 xere 

positioned at predetermined points in space 'near the explosion to record 

the.blast effect on the aircraft structure. The B-36D :'ias irstrunented with 

strain gauges, accelero.?eters and a Coo!: recorder xith eighteen ckamels 

for blast data. The B-47B was similarly instrw.ented and recorded six 

c!xr.nels of blast data. Strain gauges were employed to deter.?;ins deflections 

of individual aircraft coc!ponents. Since the yield of ;!IE shot ::as not 

1ncx-t except within broad litits, it -ras necessar; 

craft xith tno distinct sets of pressure gauges to 

0 to 10 psi. 

c. IZ~sul.ts 
EST AVAILABLE 

(1) '.IIhX Shot 

Useful data :-ias obtained on lo@ 

n-36D, with oG$ of the recordings of r;ood quality. 

to instPx.ect the air- 

cover a pressure rarge of 

COPY 



This project ~2s executed in the s2.z .;2rs,er as for :‘IIZ 

@ 
35t. The S-36D 2nd the 9-47B were at sl2nt rar.ges of 2pprorirztely 1G.i 

2nd 9.1 nautical tiles s.nd at 32,CXO 2nd 35,000 feet respectively at shoc!~ 

arrival. Xghteen chennels (951) of blast data were recorded. l%e qualTty 

of the data obtained appears to be Good. 

14. Project 6.11 - Free Air Fressure 2s a Fmctior of Ttie, Utilizinq 
Parachute Suspended Caristers (~IIK+!~I~~G) (XD/L’S.kF) 

2. Object 

This project ?as desi.;ned to c.easure Y-3 free air overpross’ze 

versus ti.-,e, at a number of different knovm close-in :?ltitudes 2nd distances 

fro? an “totic explosion. It rms 211 2ttexpt to collect datr on the atter.~ls- 

tion of 2 shock wave in a non-horr,ogeneous atrrosphere to aid in the deter,-$-.a- 

tion of safe (to flight crew personnel) procedures for aircreft deliveT* of 

hi-h yield atonic v:eapons, ? and to verify (or deny) preser.tly available 

theoretic21 approximation methods. In rddition, free space ti;er?21 “o;:‘;re- 

!:ents ::ere to be obtained, under the conditions of severe reflection. #or 

absorption (due to cloud coverqe ) which :zas expect-d to exist at shqt t?es. 

b. !.:ethod BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
For this project, the ger.eral plan of operation 72s to ob’2in 

pressure and therm.21 neasurenents at twelve points alon;; 8 radial line Sron 

tto point of detonation, extendir.: from the shortest race at ?ich <zt: c3n 

be o’.& ,L2ined to approxi,ratel;y ths aper2tior.31 rcnzs for rmned aircr:.:r, 

‘Pal;-e p:rec:?ute suspended canisters vere dropFed 2~. each shot, frc.? t:.o 

B-29 aircrlft flying at apyoxir?.3tely 37,COO feet. The altitude of t,l-: 
_ 

3 

3 



Of the t:relve parachute-borne cl-cisters deployed dwi_ag 

:.z.ix shot, ten canisters fr??.ctFor.eC properly id all respects. The radio 

telecetr;r stations recorded all four subcarrier channels fro.7 each of the ten 

canisters. :Yeasuremer,ts of su2bier.t pressure, differehtial pressure ar.d 

thermal flux were successfully recorded. Aircraft positioning 2nd carkster 

positioning in space 2nd tirr,e were very successfully accoqlished. TWO 

canisters had a free-fall due to parachute failure and experienced inpact ’ 

prior to zero. Ho!;:ever, each position. in the canister arra:’ i’ras duoliceted 

by. kro canisters so that all six positions in the aTray vrere recorded. . The 

qualit:- of the recordings eras excellmt for each canister. Thar.~al 

measurenents were obtained fron the five canisters nearest gour,d zero. 

The tkrcal .T.easuremect s fron the five canisters zest distant fro.? grow.:! 

zero ihdicated that ther.?al imtrmentation YES hot ado-uately sensitive 

for the themal radiation existing at that distance. 

(2) m:O shot BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

Of ths taelve p2r:ck_ute-bcrze czr.isters denlo:-ed durihg 

iIi:G shot, ei$t canisters functio~cd properly. The radio tele,:etr:._ ststions 

recorded all four subcarrier ch.ar.neis fro3 each of the eight csristers. 

I:easures of ambient pressure, differential pressure ahd therzl flux r:ere 

successfully recorded. Data results indicate that the aircraft arrived at 

the t2rget gsint t7;cnty secor.ds eerly. Cr,c 2ircraft deployed si;c caristcrs 

successfully; :m:ever , the other aircraft experiehced bomb release diffi- 

culties and all six canisters y;ere released by salvo operaiior.. T.m c zz i 3 t e r s 



15. Pro’yt ‘,.::! - !J<?b. :.1tit-:c’* “,xwr (:T;:z) (455) ,_., __) 

Frojcct 6.12 w.s deleted :*ron the IVY pro7rc.y due to l-c:: I, 0: a 

feasible -ret:-od of pl2cint detect or5 at extrecel?- big? altitudes. 

14. Pr>.iect 6.13 - Y'e+screment of Fr:e :lir Pressures by S.-.o!,:e ?ocket 
F!:oto~raohy KIKj ED. X31 

a. Cbject . 

The function of Project 6.13 ~12s to obtain free air shock 

pressure by rocket trail photogra&. A secondary purpose involved photo- 

gr2phic time of arrival measurements at ground level of any precursor blast 

~VOS v,-hich might be formed. 

b. Kethod 

In this technique, smoke rockets were fired to form a 

s.moke trails behind the burst. The shock :fave .gro';rth was recorded 

;*';otographic means (IIitchell cameres at 

against ti-is bac!:ground. The ch2nge of 

vrave 'rant causes gaps to appear in the & 

the time of arrival curve is obtained. 

Project 4.2. 

c. Results - KIl!G Shot 

grid of 

bv 

approxim2telg 100 frames/set) 

the index of refraction in shock 

smoke trails. As a result of this, 

Analysis of data rrill be similcr to 

The smoke rockets were fired from Station 6l-40 in the form of 

a fan with trails every 100 from an elevation of 10' to .li'O'. There ;:ere 

Tao others firsd at 850 and 95O. AII the rockets fired. Cf the three 

c2meras (focal lengths lOOmm, 5Omm and 35.mm), only the 5Cmm focal length 

failed to function. The record obtained by the camera aith the telephoto 

lens (1CC.r.m) was excellent. The other record (35~1 focal length) will be 

difficult to interpret because of the smallness of detail. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
PRELTMINARY MIKE SHGT ATR PRESSIRE DATA --______--_- 

---_____ ----- - - - - - -_--_-_____ _ _.__ ____-___ ---. __.___ 

DisLanca Travel Peak 'Jcziti:'e *'Acoustic Shock Yield f ('"1.1 
Location 

l'iL1.l fl-0,~ 

(kilofeet) Time Presswe ?Il~iSC? Travel Travel 
(psi) (SW) Time (set) 

Chrcll~Jbhailg ?.>?i; ?.-#,r;;,,I.c 

(set) Gain ct,ir 1, 
(WC) 

; 1.7 !’ ) 

-_-..__.a.e__. 

ESPES 188.5 lb5 --_ _-_ 144.0 19.0 13.5 . . . 

Parry lllr.2l.l 05.3 0.36 l/1.0 1Ol.h 16.1 9.7 - l.C 

Runit 71,.88 51.2 1.33 12.0 66.4 15.11 IX.0 -4.r 

rZomon 117.57 28.8 2.75 9.3 42.4 13.4 ___ 7.5 

Rujoru 36.71 19.3 3.90 ___ 32.7, 13.11 __- 4.5 

i4UZiil 21..Irl 0.7 12.00 5.7 19.1 10.b _-- 9.7 

Sngebi 15.90 5.3 23.40 Ii.7 111.1 8.0 _--. 10.5 

Bogon 8.25 l.lr __- ___ 7.3 5.9 . . . . ___ 

Note: * f:omputed from metrrological data taken on WS ESTER 



. 

.‘) I 
* 
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(KCE: The 'sssic obJzcti,.-cs of t':ic program were directed 
toycard obtaininr Cal:‘ J oration c‘sta and in developing 
specialized eo_uipment and techniques for t'_e long rzn-e .I 
detscticn of nuclear explosions or events. 

Tne Long Range Detection System consists of several 
diversified techniques covering the fields of electro- 
maTetic effects D , airborne low frec_.ienw sound, 
wave propagation and the distant transkssion of 

seismic 
hall 

of-fire light. Further, the continuing evaluation of 
airborne bomb debris rectires the analyses of close-in 
bo,mb debris from !,rr.ovm d. S. nuclear detonations.) 

1. Project 7.1 - ElectroAma,enetic gffects From Nuclear kslosions 
(LXZ-EIX! (XD/tiSAF) 

a. Uoject 

(1) This project is part of a continuing series of experi-?nts 

investigating alternative techniques for employment by the Atomic =.-.er~ 

Detection System (AZDS). The existence of an atomic explosion-induced 

electromagnetic impulse has been estabiished at previous ZI tests ::ith 

identification at distances up to 2,000 tiles fron the detonation point. 

These I‘i? experiments vere designed to gain further irno:;ledge of the ~rsc:;e 

nature and character of the pulse through: 

disturbances. 

most favorable 

(a) Separation of t!lis pulse frcm other atmospi-eric 

(b) Changes in signal with distance and deterrr:aticn of 

detection frequencies -(iit!: distance. 

(c) ProceA.1 ULres for best triangulation and siDa1 coi_~-?rid~?:e. 

b. Kethod 

(1) Existent receiving equipment for high frequency reception 

Tias used as nuch as possible from locations at widely separated points ir 

the ZI and outside - ilaui, T. H., Cnc=m, Alas%a, Colorado and Virginia. _ 

(2) Beveridge, rhombic, vertical and loop anternas acre ui.iliz~! 

to obtain best signal for frequencic s enccuntered in 2n expected ::r;-_ --Y-T 

a fey: cycles cer cecond to possijly 1'0 cegacpcles. 

(3) Yecessary accur3.lc ti:-in; was obtained 5:. .?.c'?ns 7:' -_.--s'-.l 

co_try 7?4 -___ szci7LztAr= *_c>_l 52 ::3,rl< ti.?x . 

c. ____ -. ,,-., ‘is 

> -.._ r,, (1, _I- .,.13t 



. 

BEST AVAILABLE CO 
opy_o 

(2) 

1'0 reports are available at this tice for this project 

because of rridelp separated collection points ard the sixtlr-day period heeded 

for analysis. 

2. ~ro'ect 7.2 - iiirb0rr.e Loa Freouerxv Sound Cror! Atotic Zcolosions 
(:IIK3 - EIYG) ( ED US;r" / 

a. Cb'ect 

This project is part of a continuing progr~am, deterrzining 

reliability of acoustic long range detection methods fros detonatiors of 

'mo;n characteristics in application to unlzorrr, characteristics fror routihe 

operations of AEDS. The eprinent :7as designed to record variakions in 

atposoheric pressure through induced low frequex:r acoustic waves caused by 

atopic detonations and fro= this recorded data to document amplitude, 

frecllercy, dur-.tion, apparent velocit:* of y.-ave as xell as azinuth of 

origihatior.. 

b. "'ethod _ 

(1) Widely scattered in disterxe ar.d asixth, acoustic detection 

stations were set up in Japan, Cahu, T. P.,Alaska, !?ashinSton State, :‘Tash- 

in&on, D. C., Arizona and New Jersey. 

(2) Instrumentation at these stations utilized microphones - 

Si-ha1 Corps Infrasonic System I.'-2 (;Iodified), T:a7n_ Electronic Laborator; 

aodified Sieber I'icrobarograph Qsten and a lational ?ureau of Standards 

i.5crophor.e 3xste.r.. Sigals fron: the instrufzerts Sere trahwittsd over ::ire 

lir.es to a recording cer?ter. One ~strl3.entation system consisted Of at 
. 

least four ;nicroohoncs with one or core located at each vertex of a ouadri- 

lateral, sides of ilhich vrere four to six riles in ler.;th. Recordings r:ere 

accoc$is:-,ed 1;;it.h both ,TACnetic ta;e arc ' zstsrlihe-Ar-~:s te&.niC_res. 



(2j Ki:C Si:Ot 

X0 reports are available at this date because of the iiide1.y 

sca+,terad sources Of inform.ation. 

3. Pro,ject 7.3 - Calibration inalvsis of Close-in A-Bomb Debris 
:IKS - KIIC ) (DOD 'USAF) 

a. Cbject 

(1) This project was designed to furnish calibration data 

concerning fission product ratios, residual fissionable materials and 

induced radioactivity in airborne U. S. atomic bomb debris, measured by 

rzdioch.emical, analytical techniques. 

(2) Ultimately, the data obtained rrill again be used in evalua- 

tion of analysis of debris from foreign atomic detonations collected by ASDS. 

b. Yethod 

(1) Solid, liquid and gaseous samples of atomic debris were 

collected utilizing specialized samplin g techniques and equipment develoPed 

by AFO:.T-1 and its contractors. 

at 40,000 feet !.lean Sea Level (EL) and higher 

reject as discussed under Project 1.3. In addition, 

:‘,%29ls (from the Air Fiather Service) collected filter samples on ceteoro- 

logical and cloud tracking missions. These aircraft utilized instrL:ents 

;+ich detected and recorded airborne radioactive debris instantaneously 

(filter box monitor). Also, gas sampling and water collection devices Tiere 

installed. A counting room :'las established at Kwajalein to determine 

activities of filter papers fro.m cloud tracking 

aere coordinated with close-in operations. 

(3) Soil and lagoon riater samples 

before and after detonations. 

missions. AZDS collections 

were talien near zero point 

c. Results - _-. _. BEST AVAlbABLE COPY 
i 



53-29 sa.zplinz xs not very successf~,ll because of t"e 

pecc:iar distributio:: of KIYC shot debris 2t 3-27 aircraft operating 21ti- 

tudes. Filter samples r.ill probably be adequate for fission product 2nd 

induced activity laboratory xorlc. The saqles do not appear adequate for 

slutoniuq ahd uraniuq isotopic analysis and other specialized techniques. 

!-ir.e snap sample gas samples xere obtained ?fith F-64G filter aircl-aft and 

four ::-ith 3-31 sm?ling devices. Yoistme which possibly carries residual 

T2" :‘cs successfully recovered fro.7 five samples. Detailed sumaries of 

quantit:- acd qualitrr of material collected will be available after further 

laboratory analysis. 

4. Froject 7. 4 - Frouosation of Seismic -‘aves (ITiF - XX-G) (XDkS!.3) 

a. Cb.ject 

(1) This eqzerinent zas corcerhed ::ith charecteristics of 

seisi-ic signatures fros! nuclear detoratichs. It is a ccntir.u2tion of measure- 

xnts f:on other tests 

directed toward: 

(a) 

earth r:otions. 

(b) 

phasss o.? seis?ics ar?d 

2nd seiscic equipcent. 

(c) 

transzission of ato.?lic 

(2) Data 

to gain iaformticr! on scaling lax. The effort is 

Ileasure~ents of axolitude of horizor.tz.1 and vertical 

Detemination of tines of arrival of distinctive 

other factors correlated y.5t.h !coorn test conditions 

Detexmkation of couQnS coefficient of er.era 

bursts to seimic energy. 

obtained from U. S. o?eratior.s xill be applied to; 

n 



..;L!. _,,,.i*, 
id_. .,.-_---- 

eqice-rjy to !r.ql.lre -e-6t,j.vjt.y on t4= orc'er of 1 CFS 2r.r: 

-?-i .-;c:ti~r. to l& for IX. Tie seismographs 1.____ ___ at eocL- location v:ere 

e.yloj-5d in a linear array (one to three miles length of depl0~mer.t of four 

vertical and txo horizontal co.m;:onents) to separate desired signals fro.? 

.Ticroseisms and other forms of "noise". 

c. Results 

(1) ZIE Shot 

Six stations received strong signals, one fair, one 

questionable and one station rrith no report. U. S. Coast and Geodetic 

Survey seismic stations reported positive signals. Details of signals are 

not yet available. 

(2) KING Shot 

Fo reports are available at this writing due to the world- 

aide spread in stations and time needed for collection and analysis of data. 

5. Project 7.5 - Transoortation of iirborne Debris (!:ZlYE - :KIYG) (cc!J/US.Q?) 

a. Object 

This project was designed to contribute inforration on vertical 

.mLcing in the stratosphere by using the atomic cloud as a gigantic tracer. 

The unusual height and size of the cloud y:as expected to aid in determining 

the approximate time required for gaseous debris to diffuse downward to the 

surface, the rate of progression toward polar areas and assist ARDS in its 

routine operations. These factors, to be measured directly, had never been 

made for the stratosphere. 

b. !.:ethod 

(1) At five locations in the Northern and Southern 'rie.misF!:eres, 

it was plarncd to collect one-gallon atmospheric samples weekly for tritiKm 

detection in rain water. This operation will cover a period fro.7 tx~~?onb'_s 

(2) Dail:r humidit:, samples for txo weeks after detonnticn- :"ere 

obtslr.ed at "onolulu and Guam. 

(3) Shi+oa~:? radars of T-as!< Force and 1irbcrr.e clinom91‘,-: 

C-5 I r 

, t 



Conflicting iniC5.A datz relative to clol:c heiztt ar.5 

nove,7_ent orecltides a true picture at present. Additional dsta vii11 cl:rif;r 

nist orob,lble height ard movecent. 

(2) KIUG Shot 
BEST AVAILABLE CQPY 

I:o reports are available at this tirr.e. 

6. pro,ject 7.6 - Detection of Fireball Light at Distances (IX': - X‘S) 
(DCD/US.AF) 

a. Object 

The first long range detection of ball-of-fire light ?ias made 

at night on EASY shot of Operation GREWROUSE. The detection apparatus was 

in an aircraft above the cloud cover 630 miles from ground zero. Daylight 

detection, presenting favorable signal-to-noise ratios,'vras accomplished 

270 giles from ground zero for all BUSTER shots except ABLE. This project 

@ 
:jas part of a continuing program to develop a light detection syster. capable 

of deter.tining bomb ydeld at distances commensurate with practical ozeraticns 

in AEDS. 

b. Yethod 

k:easurements were made at ground stations on Kwajalein nrd 

Johnston Islands and one air (C-47) station at Kwajalein. 

c. Results 

(1) LXtIC? Shot 

No results of this project are available at this time. 

3 
Yeasurenents from the C-47 flying over 5rajalei.n are expected to be negative 

due to the heavy cloud cover betvreen ground zero and location of the aircraft. 

Ground r:easurerrents at ikajalein are also questioned because of lo;: and 

heavy cloud cover and smoke interference from the F-84G's during take-off 

of these aircraft. 

(2) KIE!G Shot 

?:o confirmed results of this project are available at 

this tiw, but cloud cover betneen ground zero and the aircraft above 

ikajalein implies negative results. Ground measure;.ents at :?;iaj%lein zre 

also questioned because of cloud cover. 

,1 o- 

c-6 

- cx 

.’ ._ . d) 
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Distance 
to Zero 

(km) 

EC2 6.85 29.9 28.3 52 
Bii jiri 25.9 

29.1 

8C4 
Ani,raanii .I 

805 
PcrrJ 

l-l.0 

16.8 

7.83 
7.93 
8.77 

3.83 
3.38 
3.48 

8.18 45 

3.56 51 

8C6 
Coral Head 

IL.6 Failed 
6.04 
6.80 

6.42 40 

(d) The values for air transmission used have been c3r:ccted 

for scattering in the field-of-vie?:. This is a prelir?inar:- correction cr.2 

will be rrodified when cloud locations are better knotrn. 

(e) The Coral t!ead and Aniyaanii stations included c~eras 

set to show cloud obscuration. Kane -<{as apparent. Also, no clouds obscc--d __ 

the Piijiri station or that at Parry. 

(f) The thernopiles were housed in sealed boxes having 

quartz zindovrs, except at Parry nhere ‘a y:ooden box I.dthout v:indo::s ::YIS uced. 

At Coral Head the windows ::ere found sonenkat fouled by spray- and sa:rdust 

after the shot, A driving rain had fallen after tho shot and before Ln- 

soection of the ~:indows and rr,ay have partiall;r cleaned then. The Coral 

Feeti data is not considered as valuable for this reason and s!:cLlJ_d rot 5e 

5 



b. "et:-od 

(1) in IVY, three nethods of izeasurinz total t&exal 

versus ti-_ were used: 

(a) high speed bolorneters, having approxiztely 

sec0r.d ti7.e resolution, viere used to cover the period of t&e fron 

before to several seconds after zero. 

--i : _ f ;-On 
rC-r_c_ 

25 7:CX- 

just 

(b) Liquid flow meters, having a time resolution of 

approximately 1 millisecond, were ussd to cover the same period of time as 

the boloneter asse,mblies above. 

(c) For very early time coverage (0.1 to 100 .microseconds), 

photocells were used. 

(2) For !clKE shot, stations on Engebi and on Biijiri each 

Q 
contained the following thermal radiation versus time ceasurirg eqtiprsnt: 

(a) Two high speed bolometer assemblies. 

(b) Two photocell recorders - one sensitive to the violet 

portion of the spectrum and the other sensitive to the red portion. 

(c) One or two of the above mentioned non-alectronic 

i-strunents . . . 

(3) For KIXC shot, the station on Biijiri nas reactivated to 

take the same measurements as mentioned above for SKS. In addition, these 

measurements ::'ere duplicated from the twenty-five foot tower on Aniyaanii. 

c. Results 
BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

(1) UXE Shot 

(a) There appears to be no signal at Biijiri 'before 1 

microsecond except a Tossible pulse from Teller light. The area under a 

thencal power versus time curve integrated on a linear plot gives as -the 

l,,;~-,C ~-E-1- n+ Riii_'ri F;o, joules,/*,2 _ CO?-VlTt+O? for .+.w.__~h,.L:- 
- 

transmission and inverse square laws sets a value for the t?er.l-al onerg. 

radiated between 0.72 :T (where scattering correction for 30' dizeter Ti-li- 



tire , or’) i2strw.erh at Ani;ay.ii became r.;is 

as a fur.ction of tke, the res::l:s :';ere qaite 

f.r,str~:z.ents functioned properly. 

2r.d , ::l.ile it xc:, :-ded -1 '.-I 

poor. The ether three 

(b) Three photocell eg~tiprent-s :';ere set up 4t Siijiri ~0 

measure Teller light as a f.unction of time. Betrieen the last instrwsrk 

check on Y-2 days and shct time the 24V battery v:hich operated the camera 

shutters lost charge, making shutter operation impossible. 

(c) Four GR Slit Cameras nere operated at Parq Island as 

strip instruments. The proposed burst point was imaged on the slits of the 

cameras, but in no case did the errors of pointing match those of bombing. 

All records shor: Teller light and give good time histories of barb light 

scattered into the instrument as a function time through the first fe:r 

milliseconds. 

6B 
3. Project 8.3 - Snectroscoz:~ (!IlZ - KEG) ( Ax) 

a. Object 

This project ws part of a continuing ' * series 01 experxsnts, 

the purpose of rkch is to obtain as much information as possible ccrccr~ir.~ 0 

the thermal radiation spectrum a:xciatcd vrith various sizes and ts.pos cf 

atomic bursts, detonated under 2 -rarist:* of ccnditions. 

b. t'ethod ti BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

=3 

(1) For 2x7 shot, .mcvin; film spectrographs were instai_led :t 

stations on 3ngebi and on Siijiri. At each of these stations, coas~re-erts 

rrere taken y:ith t::ro film speeds - one to obtzin a spectrum every 2 .-illi- 

seccnds and the other to obtain a spectrum ever:- 2 nicroseconds. 

(2) In addition, a hiCh resolution of energies :ias oh:cir.:d cn 

an integral spectrum. The instrument for this Kc2Sww.m.t ~2s ~n&;t+llc-? 1~ 

a small room directly below the photo taxer cab on Parry Island. 

[3) For KI?:G shot, the above mentronea Yiijirl arc k'arr:: 

installations rtere reactivated. The measurements taken fromthe: xere is 1s 

identical to those taken for !TTI;Z shot. 

c. Pes:.lts - :IIiz and xI!II:r- SCo's 

._i 




























































































